AMERICA’S HARDCORE
Future generations will fuck up again
At least we can try and change the one we’re in
— Deep Wound, “Deep Wound”
EAST COAST
In 1980, over-with small cities and run-down mill towns across the Northeast
teemed with bored kids with nothing to do. Punk of any kind earned a cultural
death sentence in the land of stiff upper-lipped Yanks. That cultural isolation
became the impetus for a few notable local Hardcore scenes.
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
had an active early-80s scene of
100 or so inspired kids. Western
Mass bands — Deep Wound,
The Outpatients, Pajama Slave
Dancers, All White Jury, Brain
Injured Unit, Panixquad — were
solid, but they and their fans
could never match the legendary
intensity of Boston’s Straight
Edge Crew.
LOU BARLOW (Deep Wound):
Before Western Mass was a Hardcore
scene, it was a weird musical
collective of fringe bands. There were
New Wave bands playing, us — the
Western Mass Hardcore kids in action
young Hardcore band — and all
Guilded Star Grange Hall, Greenfield, MA, 1983
different shades of mid-tempo Punk
Collection of Scott Helland
bands. There was still this New Wave
glow happening but we destroyed it completely. We took the musical diversity of New Wave
and curated it into this marching electric guitar music.
AL QUINT (editor, Suburban Voice): I went to Western Mass since those shows were
mellower and friendlier than Boston. Deep Wound were raw Hardcore, but you had The
Outpatients, Brain Injured Unit, and All White Jury with Murph from Dinosaur Jr — I’d
roadtrip there a lot, a two-and-a-half hour drive. It was the excitement of seeing bands,
meeting people, trading zines, and interviewing people.
DEEP WOUND, the top Western Mass Hardcore band, started in Westfield in
early 1982 with two 14-year-olds (guitarist Lou Barlow and bassist Scott Helland)
and two 16-year-olds (singer Charlie Nakajima and drummer J. Mascis). Their
catalog consisted of 1982’s 13-song demo, 1983’s nine-song 7” Deep Wound (recorded
at Boston’s Radiobeat Studios with Lou Giordano and The Proletariat’s Frank
Michaels) and two compilation tracks (“You’re False,” “Time To Stand”).
Mascis and Barlow, with Murph from All White Jury, moved beyond HC in late
1984 as Dinosaur Jr., laying the foundation for Indie Rock. Barlow went on to
Sebadoh and Folk Implosion, Nakajima to Gobblehoof.
LOU BARLOW: Mascis was from Amherst, like 17 miles from us, so his dad had to drive him
with his drums to practice. By the time we were doing gigs, J. had his driver’s license. We did

our first show at an Amherst youth center. Scott Helland’s brother Eric’s band Mace played;
they became The Outpatients. Our first Boston show was with DYS, The Mighty COs and The
FU’s. It was very intense for us. We were so intimidated.
THE OUTPATIENTS got started in 1982 by Deep Wound bassist Scott Helland
and his older brother Eric “Vis” Helland, guitarist/vocalist of Mace — a 1980-82
Metal group that played like Motörhead but dug Black Flag (a rare blend back
then). The Outpatients opened for bands like
Black Flag, Hüsker Dü and SSD. Flipside called
’em “one of the most brutalizing live bands
from the period.” 1983’s gnarly Basement Tape
demo included credits that read: “Play loud in
math class.”
CANCEROUS GROWTH started in 1982
in drummer Charlie Infection’s Burlington,
MA bedroom, and quickly spread across New
England. They played on a few comps then
made 1985’s Late For The Grave LP in late 1984
at Boston’s Radiobeat Studios (with producer
Steve Barry). Mike Gitter raved in XXX zine:
“Cancerous Growth prove Hardcore is still
alive and viable in an exciting and powerful
new way.” The band faded with the firing of
singer Mike Soares and an abortive move into
Metal. Charlie Infection rocked on in Psycho
(whose Ax/ction label put out CG’s album).
PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS, a comical
group, opened for Flipper, Big Boys and
Show flyer promoting
JFA. Critic Robert Christgau (Village Voice)
“Hardcore Invades Western Mass,” 1983
said of 1984’s Cheap Is Real: “‘Farm Rap’ is
Collection of Hank Peirce
recommended to Red Hot Chili Peppers, ‘No
Dick’ to the Meatmen, and the magnificent ‘I Want To Make Love To You’ is on
a level with Spinal Tap itself.” Citing 1986’s PSD album, Saturday Review called
them “unquestionably the funniest band in the world.” An ensuing Restless deal
(1988’s Blood, Sweat & Beers) lasted until that label went bankrupt in 1990.
Western Mass gigs promoted by J. Mascis and Todd Cote took place near
the Vermont border at Guilded Star Grange Hall in rustic Greenfield. Others
happened in Easthampton at Pulaski Hall, or
at various venues in Northampton. In July
1983, the infamous Rock Against Reagan tour
(MDC, Dicks, Crucifix and DRI) played at
UMass-Amherst.
By 1985 came a more-physical scene led by
SEIGE — whose demo (released many years
later by Relapse) inspired the “Grindcore”
of Napalm Death and Godflesh. Like-minded
groups — CATHARSIS, NO PRESERVATIVES,
BLACK X-MASS, DA STUPIDS — also rocked
local bills.
VERMONT had a handful of HC kids who’d
travel to Boston and Western Mass for gigs.
THE WARDS, Tea’s Curley’s long-running
Burlington Punk band, unleashed its fury
on local hippie college kids, Western Mass
Deep Wound
all-ages gigs, Boston’s The Channel and New
Deep Wound 7” EP, Radiobeat, 1983
York’s A7. “Weapon Factory” — the highlight
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
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of The World Ain’t Pretty And Neither Are We,
their 1980-recorded, 1983-released 10-song
7” EP — got re-recorded for 1984’s five-song
single Don’t Make U.S. Shoot The Pershing II.
1984’s Ripped Off In Boston tape got named
for the band’s van break-in at Kenmore
Square while working with Lou Giordano at
Radiobeat Studio. PUBLIC DISTURBANCE, a
teen skater crew from Montpelier, opened for
the likes of Deep Wound, The Outpatients and
All White Jury. NATION OF HATE (N.O.H.),
ROMAN SHADES and NO FUN also played the
relatively few “Vt. Hardcore” bills.
NEW HAMPSHIRE — White Trash Heavy
Metal capital of the Northeast — offered little
Punk subculture to speak of. Manchester group
ABORTION SQUAD (1983’s 21-song Hardcore ’83
The World Ain’t Pretty And Neither Are We
tape
with “F**k You Ronnie” and “No Authority,
The Wards 7” EP, No Thanks, 1980
No Rules”) received some college radio airplay
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
and played a few times in Boston. THE QUEERS
gigged around in some form but didn’t coalesce until years later. DVA (Direct Vole
Assault) from Portsmouth featured singer Al Barr, later of the Oi!-style ensemble
THE BRUISERS (In 1998, Barr replaced singer Mike McColgan in Dropkick
Murphys.). NH’s most notorious export, Manchester kid GG ALLIN (Michael Allin),
while not Hardcore, abused audiences like no one else.
GG ALLIN: I was the very first fuckin’ Punk in my town. Nobody knew what to make of
me. I’d fuck with everybody — shower ’em with blood and guts and Rock & Roll. I hated the
shitheads I grew up with. I was on a mission to destroy them — then to destroy the world.
AL QUINT: I saw GG in Boston at The Rat in 1981, and his stageshow was still kinda tame.
He’d go to Punk shows in Boston every so often, smelling like he hadn’t bathed in years. I
recall seeing him pull out his schlong in the middle of The Channel parking lot. GG was on
the scene periphery but rarely played around ’cause he got banned everywhere.
MAINE seemed lame in the early Hardcore years. A few local misfit kids trekked
down to Boston for shows and records.
THE STAINS from Portland helped spread Punk across the region. After playing
a Halloween 1979 party gig, they officially debuted January 1980 at The Downtown
Lounge (where they held court). Brit expat singer Fred Herring’s snotty vocals
propelled the band’s 1980 four-song single (on marble vinyl). The Stains changed
their name to Ice Age and played over 300 times — with all the Boston bands, often
with Mission Of Burma. With only Boston connections, they moved there in 1984.
RHODE ISLAND had a thriving scene revolving around the Providence club The
Living Room. Owner Randy Hein treated touring bands great, and his mom cooked
big turkey dinners for malnourished musicians. Paradoxically, the club got known
in HC circles as the meeting ground for pugnacious New York and Boston bands,
with feuds and brawls the norm.
VICIOUS CIRCLE (one of three VCs nationwide), a Middletown skater crew,
made the biggest splash, with a 1984 demo (“My Life, My Rules”) and a song
(“Untitled”) on 7 Seconds’ 1986 compilation Another Shot Of Bracken. VERBAL
ASSAULT from upper crust Newport opened for Circle Jerks at the Living Room
in 1983 but was more of a late-80s sensation (Tom and Chris Gorman later played
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in the Alt Rock band Belly.). Other Living Room
habitués included RASH OF STABBINGS, IDLE
RICH, CIVIL DEATH and POSITIVE OUTLOOK.
The biggest snag to a scene in the smallest state
came from mobbed-up cops and violent guidos.
Don’t cooperate with me
See you in the obituary
— C.I.A., “Death”
CONNECTICUT concocted some serious early
action. Pogo’s in rundown Bridgeport booked
many New Wave shows. For Hardcore, The
Anthrax (first Stamford, then Norwalk) became
The Nutmeg State’s answer to CBGB.
The first CT HC band, C.I.A. from Bridgeport,
put out 1983’s six-song single Gods, Guts, Guns
— hailed by Jack Rabid on Noise The Show
and in The Big Takeover. REFLEX FROM PAIN
made their 1983 Black And White 7” EP without
Show flyer for 17 bands for $5
original singer Ray Cappo (who only appeared
The Living Room, Providence, RI, 1984
on 1983’s “Checkered Future” flexidisc). 76%
Collection of Laura Albert
UNCERTAIN included ex-CIA and Reflex From
Pain members; frontman Bones (Mike Hammond) fueled 1984’s Estimated Monkey
Time album (“Coffee Achievers,” “Decision ’84”). In 1982, YOUTH KORPS from New
London cut their The Quick And The Dead demo in Boston with Lou Giordano —
hailed by Jeff Bale in MRR (#6, 1983): “This is real strong, so I hope they release it
on vinyl” (It finally came out as 1991’s thirteen-song single, Youth Korps ’82.).
VATICAN COMMANDOS began in Darien in 1982 as a Punk band called Disorder.
“M.H.” (Richard Melville Hall, later known as Moby) — guitarist on 1983’s debut
Hit Squad For God EP — quit after a nasty fistfight with singer Jim Spadaccini.
LOST GENERATION, Joe Dias’ Bridgeport/New Haven band, put out 1982’s Never
Work four-song single that closed with a 33-second take on “Lucy In The Sky With
Diamonds” (called “L.S.D.”) and 1983’s Military Heroes demo “produced” by H.R.
of the Bad Brains. WHITE PIGS from Hartford made a 1983 single with cover art
of a white Punk pig. South Windsor’s CHRONIC DISORDER ran amok on 1983’s
Blood And Honor 7” EP (300 copies) and 1985’s Chronic Disorder album. HOURS
OF TORTURE and NO MILK ON TUESDAY played various local bills. VIOLENT
CHILDREN (1983’s self-titled eight-song single and 1987’s 17-song album) went on
to be the iconic YOUTH OF TODAY — billed as NYHC.
Pump gas, kick ass
Fix flats and smoke grass
— Adrenalin OD, “Rock & Roll Gas Station”
NEW JERSEY circa 1980 was overrun with Bruce Springsteen-style party bands.
Sayreville teen John Bongiovi — later Jon Bon Jovi — emulated said style at
Jersey Shore high school proms and “shooter bars.”
Most hip Jersey kids knew enough to split to New York or Los Angeles. NYHC
instigators from the garbage-strewn Garden State included Bobby Steele, Roger
Miret, Jack Rabid and Jack Natz.
BOBBY STEELE (Misfits, Undead): I grew up an outcast in the burbs of New Millford,
where everybody listened to Allman Brothers and Grateful Dead. When I got outta high
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school I played in cover bands, the only time I’ve
made money doing music. We were called Stars.
We did school dances, making two grand a night. It
was fun but I wanted to do originals. Then I read
about the Pistols and Ramones, which woke things
up. I put together this band Paradox, and instead
of coming to New York where it was safe to play
Punk, we’d book ourselves at high school dances
and whatnot. The Adrenalin OD guys were at one
of those dances. We played biker bars and Country
bars, and picked up a following. We played the Lodi
Boy’s Club in 1977 and during one of our breaks
this kid came up to me. He said his friends had a
band called The Misfits. This kid was Steve Zing.
He was in eighth grade at the time.

HC action started slowly in New Jersey.
City Gardens in Trenton and The Showplace
in Dover promoted shows. Hitsville in
Hit Squad For God
Vatican Commandos 7” EP, Pregnant Nun, 1983
Passaic booked the rare TSOL gig, and dives
featuring a young Moby on guitar
like Club Mod in Garfield, Aldo’s Hideaway
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
in Lynhurst, Maxwell’s in Hoboken and The
Dirt Club near Union all tolerated varying degree of activity. Classic early-era gigs
included Kraut at Patrix in New Brunswick and MDC at The Jetty on the Shore.
Black Flag became the first Hardcore band to infiltrate the state — five times
alone on 1983’s brief Emil-on-drums era. Their 1984 Jersey dates included a roller
rink in Freehold and a Metal bar in South River (hometown of Joe Theismann and
Richie Sambora). One cannot overstate the impact of those suburban incursions.
WFMU’s Pat Duncan played Hardcore on the radio, and hyped any gig between
Philly and the city. WRSU (Rutgers) and WPRB (Princeton) aired indie music,
but little HC. The Misfits and AOD both performed on UHF TV’s The Uncle Floyd
Show. NJHC kids hung out at record shops like Pellett Records in Morristown,
Sal Canzonieri’s Rebel Rouser in Irvington, and Looney Tunes on Route 23, run
by the guys from Dramarama. A few clued-in kids put out zines — of note Jim
Testa’s Jersey Beat, Jeff-O’s Flesh & Bones, Gene Temesey’s Dangerous Rhythms,
Dave Burokas’ Sporadic Droolings, Paul Decolator’s Tips & Tours, Dan “Estraven”
Altana’s Smash Apathy, and Ron Gregorio and Amy Yates’ Hard Times.
SAL CANZONIERI (NJHC scene): The main Jersey Hardcore scene developed from out
of Dead Kennedys’ first show in New York at Irving Plaza. After that, all these new bands
sprung up out of nowhere. Also, The Misfits became a harder-edged band and they started
developing their huge following once they started being played on the local radio and
appeared on the Uncle Floyd Show on public access television. Jersey also had U68 on UHF
that played all the California Hardcore videos and local bands videos, which helped to inspire
new bands as well.
New Brunswick, home of Rutgers University, became a cool 80s party spot. While
“The Hub City” (central to NY and Philly) offered little HC, it had a thriving New
Wave scene at the Melody Bar on French Street. Matt Pinfield spun the best import
12”s — and all the booze, blow and X made them sound even better.
No Hardcore band played town before I lived there 1984-1985 and booked Court
Tavern gigs with Butthole Surfers, TSOL, Faith No More, Dinosaur Jr., Mentors,
Saint Vitus and Tex And The Horseheads. The late Paul Decolator (NJF, Pleased
Youth) ably filled the void, turning “Brunfuss” into a regular tour stop. Attendees
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of these mid-80s gigs included future
members of the city’s greatest musical
export, Bouncing Souls.
Toms River, down on the Jersey Shore,
developed its own mid-80s HC scene,
with all-ages gigs at The Brighton Bar
in Long Branch and The Fast Lane in
Asbury Park, revolving around bands
on Mark “The Mutha” Chesley’s prolific
Mutha Records label.
ADRENALIN O.D. from Elmwood
Park — the only Jersey band accepted in
early NYHC circles — played ultra-fast
blasts with silly subject matter (“Paul’s
Not Home,” “Rock & Roll Gas Station”).
Paul Richard (Adrenalin OD), center
Frontman Paul Richard and bassist Jack
Photo from AOD promo sticker
Collection of the author
Steeples (formerly of the Dead Boys
cover band East Patterson Boys Choir)
began the acerbic quartet with guitarist Jim Foster and drummer Dave Scott. They
starred on the New York Thrash tape, got airplay on WNYU’s Noise The Show, then
broke out on Buy Our Records with 1983’s Let’s Barbecue With Adrenalin O.D. EP
and 1984’s The Wacky Hi-Jinks Of Adrenalin O.D. album. AOD threw in the towel
after 1986’s Humungousfungusamongus, depressed that they began to appeal to the
very Metalheads they parodied.
JIM FOSTER (Adrenalin OD): AOD wouldn’t have gotten any breaks if not for Noise The
Show. We got a lot of shit for being from Jersey — the kids from Queens or wherever did
not wanna take us seriously. We brought tapes to Tim [Sommers] and Jack [Rabid] and they
supported us. Because of those guys we went from playing nowhere to within six months
opening shows at Irving Plaza, City Gardens or Peppermint Lounge.
ROSEMARY’S BABIES, Misfits-influenced Lodi boys (1983’s Blood Lust EP),
aborted in late 1983 when Eerie Von (Eric Stellman) joined Samhain (then in
Danzig). MOURNING NOISE, a like-minded Lodi crew, spawned Samhain drummer
Steve Zing (1983’s Dawn Of The Dead EP sounded like The Misfits on 78 RPM.).
Union’s BEDLAM began in 1982 by Buy Our Records bigwigs Jim Dunlevy and
Lenny Sblendorio doing AOD-style Thrash (1984’s Lost In Space and 1986’s Total
Bedlam). MENTAL ABUSE played CBGB matinees and recorded 1985’s Come On
Baby 12” (produced by brief Agnostic Front member Dave “DJX” Jones). The late
Paul Decolator (of Tips & Tours zine) played guitar in NJF (New Jersey’s Finest)
and PLEASED YOUTH (1986’s Dangerous Choo-Choo on Buy Our). From blue-collar
Manville-Irvington came DETENTION with 1983’s tasteless cult classic “Dead Rock
& Rollers” (single issued by the local record store Vintage Vinyl).
BODIES IN PANIC from Bernardsville made 1984’s This Ain’t Rock ‘N Roll —
Then What The Hell Is It? (Buy Our Records), hailed by MRR’s Tim Yohannon as
“Good NJ Thrash ‘N Roll.” CYANAMID emitted a toxic sludge akin to the American
Cyanamid factory in their hometown of Bound Brook. Metuchen’s own TMA, driven
by guitarist Mike Demko, made two rowdy Punk albums; 1984’s 20-song, 27-minute
What’s For Dinner LP included a rip on the “Mary Tyler Moore Show Theme”
(before Hüsker Dü covered it). Clifton’s SACRED DENIAL played a few CBGB
matinees and made 1985’s Life’s Been Getting To Me album with indescribably bad
cover art; their late bassist Anthony Trance (Machovsky) booked lots of NJ allages shows. STETZ from Union’s Kean College recorded 1986’s Songs Of Experience
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school I played in cover bands, the only time I’ve
made money doing music. We were called Stars.
We did school dances, making two grand a night. It
was fun but I wanted to do originals. Then I read
about the Pistols and Ramones, which woke things
up. I put together this band Paradox, and instead
of coming to New York where it was safe to play
Punk, we’d book ourselves at high school dances
and whatnot. The Adrenalin OD guys were at one
of those dances. We played biker bars and Country
bars, and picked up a following. We played the Lodi
Boy’s Club in 1977 and during one of our breaks
this kid came up to me. He said his friends had a
band called The Misfits. This kid was Steve Zing.
He was in eighth grade at the time.

HC action started slowly in New Jersey.
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Hit Squad For God
Vatican Commandos 7” EP, Pregnant Nun, 1983
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like Club Mod in Garfield, Aldo’s Hideaway
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
in Lynhurst, Maxwell’s in Hoboken and The
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Youth) ably filled the void, turning “Brunfuss” into a regular tour stop. Attendees
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Photo from AOD promo sticker
Collection of the author
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live at The Dirt Club (drummer Wayne Russo
got killed on 9/11.). MY 3 SONS played in a
grinding Flipper style — as heard on 1986’s
Buy Our Records’ essential NJ comp New
Jersey’s Got It? Rutherford’s YOUTH IN
ASIA played often at CBGB and made 1984’s
Pulling Out The Plug LP, before discovering
the joy of drugs. SAND IN THE FACE, pseudoSkinheads from Boonton/Hanover, made a
1984 album (released in 1986) and starred on
1983’s Hardcore Takes Over: Dirt Compilation
#2. CHILDREN IN ADULT JAILS (named
for a PSA aired on WRPR) from Mahwah,
couldn’t get arrested for 1985’s Man Overcome
By Waffle Iron album on Buy Our, even
with three female former WFMU DJs. Dave
Scott of AOD drummed in NO DEMOCRACY,
whose guitarist Pete Berkenbush played in
SUBURBICIDE. The long-running U.S. CHAOS
dates back to 1981 in Patterson. SEEDS OF
TERROR from Camden played both Philly
and Jersey shows.
Philly HC pioneers Sadistic Exploits
FATAL RAGE ruled the Jersey Shore scene
Show flyer with The Mob, A7, New York, 1982
—
frontman
Jack “Jacko” Monohan propelled
Collection of Laura Albert
1983’s Fatal Rage record for Mutha — as did
their Point Pleasant pals PUBLIC DISTURBANCE (1983’s S&M LP). “Shore Core”
players CHRONIC SICK made 1982’s Cutest Band In Hardcore and a 1983 threesong 45. Island Heights’ SOCIAL DECAY cut a cool 1985 five-song demo. Mutha
crew’s STISISM unleashed Pistols-style Garage raunch. Montclair’s MECHANIZED
DEATH, East Hanover’s DOOM PATROL and Tom’s Rivers’ HOGAN’S HEROES all
made waves.
GENOCIDE from New Brunswick, the vehicle of Bobby Ebz (an inspiration to
GG Allin), paralleled the HC days, and appeared on a bizarre 1981 split LP with
the OC band MIA called Last Rites For Genocide And MIA. Genocide fans included
Inger Lorre (later of The Nymphs) and for a spell, the band included future Hair
Metal hero Rachel Bolan of Skid Row. The nasty junkie Ebz died May 12, 2001.
I’ve taken so much abuse
From kids who think they’re so tough
Now I’ve gotta say that enough is enough
— Flag Of Democracy, “Powerload”
PHILADELPHIA — home of Rocky, “Broad Street Bullies” and some of America’s
most racially stratified neighborhoods — ain’t no “City Of Brotherly Love.” The
smooth R&B of Gamble & Huff (The O’Jays, Harold Melvin, Teddy Pendergrass) had
minimal impact on millions of local suburban White kids.
Philly produced few Rock Stars (Nazz, Hall & Oates, Cinderella) and those it
did, usually left town. The 70s spawned a few wild Black Glam/Punk types, like
Neon Leon and the band Pure Hell, who split to New York. Mostly came a barrage
of New Wave major label flops like The A’s, The Vels, Executive Slacks, and later
Tommy Conwell And The Young Rumblers. Aside from Bunnydrums, the most
interesting local Post-Punk acts were Regressive Aid and Scornflakes from nearby
Trenton, NJ, based around bassist Andrew Weiss and drummer Simeon Cain —
later in Greg Ginn’s Gone and Rollins Band.
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Everyone seeming so unsatisfied
made Philly an ideal place for
Hardcore. They lived in the
stylistic shadows of New York to
the north and DC to the south.
As a Philly HC kid, Blacks and
Whites both hated you, and cops
wanted to kill you. Similar to
urban squalor scenes like NY and
SF, many Philly kids were crusty,
drugged-out criminal types.
NANCY BARILE (Philly scene):
Philly truly epitomized the DIY ethic.
Unlike other areas like Boston, for
example, we were all dirt poor, and
Zine ad for Philly Hardcore records, 1983
we realized that if we didn’t do it
Collection of the author
ourselves, it wasn’t going to happen.
So we had shows at the Elks Center, Hardcore block parties — cops came to one of them
and arrested anyone they could catch — and Hardcore pool parties. All in all, I don’t
remember getting too much crap from the general population — Philly is, after all, the
City of Brotherly Love.
Some of the era’s finest shows took place in Philly, for which fans drove
hundreds of miles to attend. The Philly scene’s 1981-1984 heyday came with the
Love Hall shows, booked by artist Steve Eye (who videotaped all the bands) and
postal-worker-turned-tattoo-artist “Fat” Howard Saunders (a.k.a. “The Cosmic
Commander”). Other all-ages gigs took place at the Elks Center through the late
WXPN DJ Lee Parris, and a shortlived Philly BYO chapter promoted
Minor Threat, SSD and Agnostic
Front at Buff Hall in the crossriver war zone of Camden, NJ.
In that DIY spirit came inspired
promoters like Chuck Meehan and
Todd Cote, but by then the scene
started changing. Many touring
bands started playing New Wave
clubs like Starlite Ballroom, East
Side Club and The Trocadero for
promoter/scenester Bobby Startup.
Zine ad for Philly BYO
Collection of Sal Canzonieri

D.H. PELIGRO (Dead Kennedys): In
Philly someone booked a gig in an Irish ghetto — Irish people didn’t want anybody in their
’hood that didn’t live there or be Irish at least. There were thugs with bats trying to beat
down the door and get into the club. And the police, they’re down with the people. Some cats
drove by with plastic dynamite, threw it into the crowd, and blew a kid’s leg up. The cops
came by with a dog, and the dog jumped on the car with Hardcore kids trying to get in —
another anarchic night.
The local energy incited a slew of exciting early 80s bands, most documented
on the 1983 Philly HC comp, Get Off My Back. The Zagar family of the Eyes Gallery
store funded a few Red Records endeavors — in which no one made any money.
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SADISTIC EXPLOITS, Philly’s first HC band, came from Upper Darby, PA. They
fueled intense interest with their live shows and 1981’s “Freedom”/“Apathy” single.
Manager Nancy Exploit (Petrillo) booked seminal all-ages gigs, as did her friend
Allison Schnackenberg of Savage Pink fanzine. (Nancy later married SSD’s Al Barile
and became a top Revere, MA educator; Allison moved to London to run the noted
Southern Studios.)

comparisons to Jello Biafra and DKs. Their friends BLUNDER BOYS (named for
a Three Stooges episode) rocked many early Philly bills and got heard on Get Off
My Back.
DECONTROL, Adam Virgil Avery’s Philly scene fixtures, made three solid Punk/
HC records (1985’s 15-minute mini-album Songs From The Gut, 1986’s Born To Be
Wild EP and 1987’s Decontrol album) before veering into Biker Rock territory.
CRIB DEATH from Audubon, PA honed a high-energy Brit Punk-style at early gigs
and on 1982’s Spoil Your Party cassette. Bethlehem’s AMERICAN DREAM put out a
17-song tape described in MRR (#5, 1983) by Tim Yohannon as “a poor man’s Minor
Threat/MDC.” CIRCLE OF SHIT, “Hate Edge” kings led by the notorious Brubaker,
owner of the Philly Punk Rock shop Chaos Records (4th and South), tore up gigs
at Love Hall, East Side Club and Abe’s Steakhouse, played a couple of big shows
with DKs, and got dissed in the film Heavy Metal Parking Lot.
RUIN played offbeat music, dabbled in Buddhism, and famously dressed in
white and burned candles onstage. Fierce frontman Vosco Thomas presided over
two cool albums, 1984’s He-Ho (with “Freedom
Has No Bounds” and “Alter”) and 1986’s Fiat Lux
(with a killer cover of “White Rabbit”). From
West Philly came KREMLIN KORPS (1984’s
Moscow’s Revenge EP with female singer Stacey
Gold) and HOMO PICNIC (KK with singer Rich
Poor); both groups included guitarist Doug
“Dug” Bennett (future Dub star Dr. Israel).
Mike McManus’ fiery PAGAN BABIES, LITTLE
GENTLEMEN, INFORMED SOURCES, SCRAM,
THE HEATHENS and SUDDEN IMPACT all
figured in the early Philly scene.
By 1985-1986 came a new generation.
ELECTRIC LOVE MUFFIN made three
fairly popular late-80s albums. RUSSIAN
MEATSQUATS, four kids from Northampton
near Bethlehem, got some zine hype for 1986’s
Let’s Hang Out album. Punk provocateur Paul
Bearer (Hymen) started the gory SERIAL
KILLERS (1987’s album Roadside Rendezvous).
YOUTHQUAKE from Catasauqua near
Allentown spawned drummer Ray Mayorga
Show flyer for Necros
(Sepultura, Soulfly). ZEN GUERILLA, from
Li’l Joe’s, Harrisburg, PA, 1983
nearby Newark, DE, moved to SF (where they
Collection of Andy Wendler
made cool late-90s records for Alternative
Tentacles). MORE FIENDS still play around in some form. National acclaim came
for DEAD MILKMEN, with their comedic Hardcore novelty hit “Bitchin’ Camaro.”
But by then, most of the Philly scene’s pioneers split town, moved on — or deep
into dope, could care less.
HARRISBURG, in the heart of the law-and-order Keystone State, hosted a run
of gigs — at dilapidated Duncan Hall and at a gnarly biker bar called Li’l Joe’s.
Mike Rage made regular pilgrimages to Philly and DC, and set up shows, opened
by either his group THE OUTRAGE or by WASTED TALENT with future Moby
bassist Greta Brinkman (1983’s Self Rule demo and the song “Off To War” on The
Master Tape Volume II). Suicidal Tendencies shocked and awed a sparse crowd
at Li’l Joe’s on their first tour, playing with COC and No Labels. Crucifix gigged
there, as did The Freeze. In 1983, Scream from DC played the very first HC gig in
the nearby Amish Country of Lancaster.
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NANCY BARILE: Sadistic Exploits were more political than most Philly bands, although the
fact that we were all so young and uneducated at the time made it difficult to articulate the
message sometimes. I actually think that was good because it came out very pure and true. The
band railed against apathy and triumphed personal freedom. Living in Philly, we all felt a bit
kept down by “the man.” The Philadelphia police
were under federal investigation, and the political
scene was so corrupt. Since I was the manager,
I remember they made me pay five-ways for the
practice space and to make the single.
McRAD featured Chuck Treece, the first
Black pro skateboarder, later of Tommy
Guerrero’s Deluxe crew. The band began
at Cherry Hill Skatepark, where Tom
Grohloski turned Chuck onto the Bad
Brains. McRad highlights include 1983’s
Dominant Force 12”, 1986’s Absence Of
Sanity LP, and two songs on the PowellPeralta skate video Public Domain. (Treece
played on with Underdog, Bad Brains, Urge
Overkill, The Goats, Billy Joel, solo and
even wrote a Coke jingle.)
CHUCK TREECE (McRad): All those early
shows with the bands that came through Love
Hall, more than half the crowd were artists and
skaters of some sort. And most joined together
Flyer for Philly show across the river in Camden, NJ
in bands and learned how to play music for the
Minor Threat, SSD, Agnostic Front, Crib Death,
first time. I remember hanging out with Hüsker
Buff Hall, 1982
Dü and I asked them a bunch of questions about
Courtesy of Rob Di Joseph
their studio, and Bob and Grant told me they had
their own studio. I freaked because I’d never met a band that owned and recorded and mixed
their own records. So McRad recorded our first EP and mixed in ten hours — five for tracking
and five for mixing. I was 19 at the time.
YDI (“Why die?”), Philly’s great Hardcore band, was a fiery fourpiece driven by
Neil “Jackal” Perry and guitarist Michael Cole. They played many major Love Hall
shows, but only recorded 1983’s A Place In The Sun 7” EP (with cover art from a
1935 John Heartfield political collage) and two songs (“Enemy For Life,
“I Killed My Family”) on the Get Off My Back comp.
AUTISTIC BEHAVIOR came from South Jersey but moved to Philly, where
they got great gigs (opening for DKs, Minor Threat, Bad Brains and the Beasties)
because promoter Steve Eye loved them. AB recorded a 1983 album (Shattered
Cattle) that never came out; two of those songs appeared on Get Off My Back.
FLAG OF DEMOCRACY (F.O.D.), Jim McMonagle’s long-running trio from the
suburban Ardmore/Ambler area, started in 1982. The loud, fast shrill of their
first records, 1984’s Love Songs 7” EP and 1986’s Shatter Your Day album, drew
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Collection of Andy Wendler
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Courtesy of Rob Di Joseph
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When you go to start a fight
Look twice at what you’re doing
Did you solve a problem or just create another?
— Half Life, “Consider The Alternative”

PITTSBURGH offered scraps of subculture, with
the occasional cool gig at The Electric Banana, a
CBGB-style rattrap in the heart of a dead Steel City.
THE FIVE was Pitt’s first notable Punk band. They
made two 1981-82 singles, then moved to Boston,
where they’d headline over a young Pixies (The Five’s
Reid Paley recently opened Pixies reunion dates).
Drummer Brian Gillespie played on Industrial with
My Life With The Thrill Kill Kult.
REAL ENEMY — fronted by Michael LaVella,
Pittsburgh’s Ian MacKaye — instigated some serious
local HC activity. Inspired by a 1982 road trip to DC,
LaVella, along with “Hell House” (1234 Ward Street)
Real Enemy, The Five, Pittsburgh, 1982
roommate
guitarist Vince Curtis, created “the future
Collection of the author
of Straight Edge Hardcore” (MRR, #4, 1983). A few
months after their first gig (April 20, 1983 at the Electric Banana) they made a
17-song tape called Life With The Enemy.
HALF LIFE, LaVella’s next band, featured the spectacle of Real Enemy’s blondemohawked roadie Jeff Lamm on vocals. They raged on 1985’s What’s Right demo
(“New Blood,” “Their Today, Our Tomorrow”) and 1986’s Metal-flavored Under The
Knife 7” EP (produced by Government Issue’s Tom Lyle). Lavella roadied for G.I. in
1987, and played one show with them at City Gardens in Trenton. He moved to the
Bay Area, where he launched Gearhead zine then Gearhead Records (Hellacopters,
Hives). Drummer Damon Che Fitzgerald went on to Don Caballero.
Black Flag, Circle Jerks, Necros and Toxic Reasons all rocked the Banana —
always with problems. The promoter pulled a gun on Circle Jerks. No Trend played
with Real Enemy in 1984, promised 60% of a $5 door. After drawing 75 kids on a rainy
Thursday night, and strong-armed out the door with just $18, we exacted a modicum
of revenge jamming a few Alka-Seltzer tablets down the promoter’s gas tank.
PAT DUBAR (Uniform Choice): We played Pittsburgh at The Electric Banana, trapped
with no money, in the hottest fucking summer I can recall, taking a bath in the fountain at
Three Rivers ’cause we had no money. We slept on top of the van, and played the Electric
Banana four days into the tour. It was the second show — the promoter Johnny Danger
pulled a gun on me that night after telling me how he shot at Keith Morris of the Circle Jerks
for trying to rip off a mic.
All Rock Stars should be drafted
All Rock Stars should be laughed at
— Bollocks, “All Rock Stars Should Be Drafted”
BALTIMORE circa 1980 was similar to the offbeat blue-collar ghetto portrayed
in John Waters’ films, producing screwballs like Half Japanese and “The Egg Lady”
Edith Massey. The Charm City stood in DC’s stylistic shadow — though just forty
miles apart, the two cities had little artistic connection. But that didn’t prevent
some decent local HC action.
TOM BERRARD (DC scene): We never minded going to Baltimore for a gig. The problem
was we were never able to know about it. There was Marble Bar; later on there was The Loft.
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Black Flag were amazed there wasn’t a better
connection ’cause in LA driving 40 miles was
considered an in-town gig. I went to see D.O.A.
in Baltimore, and the stage collapsed; a hole
actually formed in the center of it. This was
at the time that Florida had sinkholes. But
Baltimore and DC were not alike. In fact, there’s
no place quite like Baltimore, I’m quite sure of it.
LAW & ORDER (not the late-80s Hair
Metal band) — the only Baltimore band to
fit the DC Hardcore style — played with
Bad Brains and S.O.A. in late 1980 at the
Oddfellow’s Hall, home to the city’s first
DIY gigs.
L&O’s William, Pete and Joe Dagher (all
engineering or medical students) began
Meditteran
their next band BOLLOCKS in July 1982
Bollocks 7” EP, Fetal, 1983
with singer Bill Stevenson (not the Black
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
Flag/Descendents drummer), a redneck kid
from nearby Waverly, MD. The Daghers needed a singer in order to open for the
DKs, so Stevenson learned 20 songs in ten days. Both Law & Order’s Anything But
The Critic’s Choice 7” EP (“Punks Like Us Get Nothing,” “I Hate Military Road”)
and the first Bollocks ten-song single All Rock Stars Should Be Drafted (“War On
Drugs,” “Song For Baltimore”) came out in late 1982. A second Bollocks EP called
Meditteran (“City Life,” “Riot On The Rockers”) got released a year later.
FEAR OF GOD (initially JERRY’S KIDS), a White Trash crew from Arbutice
turned onto Hardcore but also into Zappa, DEVO and Tangerine Dream, may have
been the best band in town, but they never recorded.
The Marble Bar, Baltimore’s CBGB, mainly booked mediocre New Wave acts like
Null Set and Ebeneezer And The Bludgeons but hosted the occasional great show,
like Dead Boys, Bauhaus or Psychedelic Furs. D.O.A. played there for $1 on the
Hardcore 81 tour. DKs rocked there in 1981 for $6 and in 1982 for $7.
Stevenson promoted HC gigs at Terminal 406 (406 North Eutaw), a 300-capacity
room with a balcony and high ceilings; his first gig with Black Flag came on June
5, 1982. That summer he booked Meatmen/Negative Approach/Necros and MDC/
Minor Threat/Agnostic Front. This writer missed much of the latter, spending
the night in jail after a police parking lot sweep, guilty as charged of public
consumption. (Busted at an MDC gig — Dave Dictor would’ve been proud!)
BILL STEVENSON (Baltimore promoter): That night — Agnostic Front/Minor Threat/
MDC — was crazy. Al from SSD in Boston came — people as far south as Florida came up.
The soundman freaked out over the scene — everybody just sang a cappella, without the PA.
Eventually I convinced the soundman to give some mics back — something was said about
taking his PA home with us.
After the closing of Terminal 406, Stevenson ran illegal shows at this guy Jules’
loft at the corner of Eutaw and Mulberry. The gigs at “Jules’ Loft” or “The Loft” in
1983-1984 were the glory days of Baltimore Hardcore. Any band could come and
play — if money and production quality were of no concern. Crucifix, Fang, and
COC all hit The Loft.
Lousy turnouts ultimately derailed Baltimore shows. Code Of Honor drew forty
kids. DKs brought 400 max. Bad Brains rarely came up because they expected to
get paid at least $500.
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Maryland’s strict liquor laws made all-ages gigs virtually impossible. The rare
show at Typographer’s Hall on Calvert or Sgt. Pepper’s on Eutaw never justified
the hassles. Blue-collar bar owners simply didn’t wanna deal with the bullshit.
Concurrent with the rise of “Emo” in DC came like-minded Baltimore bands. GREY
MARCH played well (over Louis Burch’s cloying Ian Curtis clone vocals) on 1986’s
self-produced Grey March 12” EP (“Something’s Missing,” “Forced By Pressure”).
Keyboardist Ron Weldon quit to sing for REPTILE HOUSE — who spawned London
May of Samhain and Dan Higgs of Lungfish. In 1984, the House made a two-song
flexi-disc for Testube zine (“Reptile House,” “Room For Hate”). In 1985, Ian MacKaye
produced, Don Zientara engineered and Dischord co-released I Stumble As The Crow
Flies 7” EP. But Baltimore Hardcore, as elsewhere, was on its way out.
THE SOUTH
One never knew what to expect with Hardcore gigs south of the Mason-Dixon
line. Few Southern scenes arose, and if bands were to experience ill will, it’d be in
the backwoods of Dixie. Though smaller and less urbane than elsewhere, crowds
generally appreciated anyone who played their town. Problems began outside the
venue.
RICHMOND, former capital of the Confederacy and the first stop south of DC on
I-95, had a small but fervent scene. Plan 9 Records, the city’s top indie record store,
booked all-ages shows and put out local HC bands on their Zero Degree imprint.
Memorable Richmond gigs include Minor Threat at Bennie’s on June 9, 1983 and
Dead Kennedys at The Mosque on July 9, 1983. Photographer Thurston Howes
deftly documented much local action.
WHITE CROSS, the kings of Richmond HC, opened for every big band that came
through town 1981-1984. The intense quartet with bad attitude led by gnarly singer
Robert “Crispy” Cranmer and grizzled guitarist Mike Rodriguez made two cool
records for Zero Degree: 1982’s White Cross 7” EP (“Fascist,” “No Straight Edge”)
and 1983’s What’s Going On? album (“Fly Their Flag,” “Same Old Shit”).
CRISPY (White Cross): We recorded our first 7” with
a friend who worked at Union Theological Seminary, a
religious college atmosphere — which was strange cuz
we were like the devil. If you see our logo, the “o” in
Cross is like a pill. That’s a speed pill, and we’d do ’em
by the handfuls, and then drink a lot — and then that
got us to where we needed to be to play.
THE PREVARICATORS, an interesting
Southern HC band, made 1983’s four-song No
Kidding 7” EP (with the hilarious “Ode To Mr.
Ed”) and two LPs (1985’s Snubculture and 1986’s
Detente) that never came out on CD (singer Steve
Hunter died in New Orleans in 2001). GRAVEN
IMAGE appeared on 1983’s searing Kicked Out Of
The Scene 7” EP and on a split tape with HONOR
Zine ad for Richmond Hardcore,
ROLE (who began in Indiana as Battered Youth)
Plan 9 Records (a store and label), 1984
Collection of the author
called Your Skull Is My Bowl. The weird DEATH
PIGGY (1984’s Love War and 1985’s Death Rules
The Fairway 7” EPs) spawned the weirder Gwar.
These RVA HC bands broke up by 1985, but their spirit briefly lived on in
UNSEEN FORCE (with White Cross bassist Dewey Rowell and various Honor Roll
alums) — as heard on any of the 500 copies of 1986’s In Search Of The Truth EP.
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Other active local groups of the mid-80s included ABSENCE OF MALICE, FOUR
WALLS FALLING, SLIANG LAOS, DEAD POETS SOCIETY and STRIKE ANYWHERE.
NORFOLK, a huge naval-base town, has its place in Hardcore history. An affinity
grew between Hardcore and military types: they had similar haircuts, and both
came ready to fight. But an enlisted HC type made for the ultimate fuckup —
Hardcore Punk, first and foremost anti-establishment, clashed with the Navy’s job
of protecting the status quo.
Ray “Raybeez” Barbieri (later of Agnostic Front and Warzone fame) and future
Cro-Mags frontman John Joseph McGeown didn’t join the Navy out of patriotic
duty, but rather as the result of a judge’s order. Before becoming NYHC stalwarts,
the two served aboard the U.S.S. Yellowstone, the first American military vessel
with women sailors. A pack of Navy women into Punk got stoned with Raybeez
and John Joseph in the storerooms.
The Hardcore and Navy crowds clashed a few times at The Taj Mahal —
Norfolk’s lone New Wave club, where many seminal DC bands played their first
out-of-town gigs. Some touring groups shared the stage with THE X-RAVES, whose
late drummer Mike Marer joined Crucial Truth in New York. Others, in the mid 80s,
rocked with THE WAXING POETICS.
VIRGINIA BEACH had the gnarly band BONESAW and the occasional all-ages
hall show put on by Deet Novak. Dead Kennedys played there in 1982.
JERRY WILLIAMS (producer/soundman):
The Taj Mahal was where Bad Brains
played when they came to town. I saw The
Untouchables and Teen Idles in Summer 1980.
They were very entertaining. It was a small
club in terms of production values — once they
started playing, the sound was a blur. Don
Fleming told me of these great DC bands to
check out, even more extreme than the Punk
bands I was seeing, which was fine with me.
One of my impressions, besides not being able
to hear, was seeing one especially enthusiastic
stagediving roadie named Henry. I liked them
all right away.
IAN MACKAYE (Teen Idles/Minor Threat):
Teen Idles and The Untouchables had a show
in Norfolk in 1980 at The Taj Mahal. We got
Zine ad for No Core, North Carolina HC compilation
down there and the DJ was playing The B-52s
Collection of the author
and The Vapors and that shit. There was eight
or ten of us and we all went onto the dancefloor and jumped up and down in unison to make
the record skip. Then we played and people just sat there — it was weird. We went to King’s
Dominion on the way back and got into a huge scrap, being that we were 1980 Punk Rockers
in an amusement park. That was a fun trip.
Chew tobacco, spit it out
Find some Punks, fight it out
— COC, “Redneckkk”
The RALEIGH-DURHAM-CHAPEL HILL area, with its major universities, offered
a bit of a reprieve from the prevalent Jesse Helms-mindset surrounding it. But it
was still North Carolina, and Punk — in any way, shape or form — was considered
unacceptable behavior. Yet in retrospect, we see that the roots of Alt Rock and
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Zine ad for No Core, North Carolina HC compilation
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Collection of the author
and The Vapors and that shit. There was eight
or ten of us and we all went onto the dancefloor and jumped up and down in unison to make
the record skip. Then we played and people just sat there — it was weird. We went to King’s
Dominion on the way back and got into a huge scrap, being that we were 1980 Punk Rockers
in an amusement park. That was a fun trip.
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The RALEIGH-DURHAM-CHAPEL HILL area, with its major universities, offered
a bit of a reprieve from the prevalent Jesse Helms-mindset surrounding it. But it
was still North Carolina, and Punk — in any way, shape or form — was considered
unacceptable behavior. Yet in retrospect, we see that the roots of Alt Rock and
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HC extend back to a handful of very
influential grass-roots Triangle-area
bands and clubs.
NC’s hottest 70s Rock band,
Arrogance, in trying to carve out their
own scene, exhibited some protoPunk attitude. The Chapel Hill hippie
crew made major label albums but
never broke nationally; bassist Don
Dixon became a top producer (R.E.M.,
The Smithreens). Don also mixed The
Sneakers, with Chris Stamey, Mitch
Easter and Wil Rigby. Easter and
Peter
Holsapple later played New
No Labels/C.O.C. cassette tape, 1983
Collection of the author
Wave as The H-Bombs (“Big Black
Truck”), paving the way for The dB’s
and Let’s Active. Other acts of the era included Fabulous Knobs, The Flys, Secret
Service and Butch Wax.
Th’ Cigaretz, Raleigh’s first Punk group, played Rock with fuck-you attitude.
1979’s Crawl Rite Outta My Skin album helped open the floodgates for Hardcore.
The band moved to New York later that year — drummer Scott Jarvis worked as
tour manager and DJ on Beastie Boys’ breakout 1985 tour, guitarist Jerry Williams
produced Bad Brains, soundman Tim Williams engineered the first Cro-Mags demo.
By 1980 came a few clubs like The Pier in Raleigh, Cat’s Cradle in Chapel Hill,
and Friday’s in Greensboro, booking New Wave nights. A ragtag crew of Raleigh
kids too young to attend created their own scene, setting up shows with their own
Hardcore bands.

Bob, Karl Agell and Pepper Keenan — as they evolved from subversive punkers
touring the nation in a graffiti-ed van, into muscle-car-driving musos diggin’ Black
Sabbath and big-haired Rock chicks. But C.O.C. had their classic moments, as
heard on 1983’s Eye For An Eye and 1985’s Animosity. The band’s blue-collar sound
and style ushered in the Metal Crossover that followed.
NO LABELS started with Reed and Woody (and guitarist Ricky Hicks and singer
Wayne Kerr) playing Black Flag and Discharge covers in Reed’s bedroom. 1982’s
15-song cassette with the song “harDCore” went over like a lead balloon with the
DC scene. Tim Tanooka in Ripper described COLCOR as “a wild thrashed-out
Meatmen.” STILLBORN CHRISTIANS played super-fast with a Free Jazz flavor.
MISSIONARY, SUBCULTURE and ORAL FIXATION all made serious noise around
Sprawleigh.
Durham’s UGLY AMERICANS, with former C.O.C. frontman Simon Bob, like
C.O.C. misguidedly made an album for Metal Blade (1985’s Who’s Been Sleeping In
My Bed). BLOODMOBILE, from Spikesville deep in the state’s western mountains,
spawned singer David Vincent, later of Death Metal gods Morbid Angel. In 1983,
Mullin put out two NCHC comps on his No Core label — the No Core tape and the
Why Are We Here? 7” EP, with most of the aforementioned bands.
As in most towns, the zeal of one or two kids drove the Raleigh scene. So when
the C.O.C. guys — alienated and burned out — threw in the towel for a year or so
in late 1985, the fragile local scene crumbled.
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REED MULLIN (C.O.C.): The Pier was underneath this parking lot in a shopping mall,
Cameron Village. There were a few all-ages shows that weren’t incredibly successful. Double
O played there to 100 people including all our parents who came to get us in. The Mob
played. So did DKs — one of the few times we played there. Jello specified us, No Labels and
Stillborn Christians. We all grew up around this mall — the video arcade was where we hung
out. If we were lucky enough to scam our way into the club, we would. If we couldn’t, we’d
hang out and play Space Invaders.
Raleigh HC began with C.O.C. bashes, at the North Street home of original
singer Benji Shelton, and at 14-A Turner Street, where his replacement Eric Eycke
lived. Lee Johnson, singer of Black Girl and publisher of Southern Lifestyles zine,
also threw a few parties. Reed Mullin later booked all-ages Sunday matinees at The
Brewery. By 1984, Raleigh hosted at least one show a month, serving as a welcome
stopover for bands between DC and Atlanta. In a scene so small, anyone could
participate as long as they weren’t a redneck or frat jerk.
MARIA MA (Raleigh scene): The first Raleigh show I saw was Youth Brigade at a backyard
party in 1983. A Mongolian BBQ Restaurant also had shows, where they’d take out the booths
and C.O.C. would play, people diving off the counters and shit. There were shows in parking
lots. I remember people cutting the shit out of themselves on the gravel; they’d bring out
chairs so they could dive off them. There was 50 or 60 people at these shows. The bigger shows
attracted Marines from Fort Bragg, like when DKs played. Raleigh’s scene was close-knit.
CORROSION OF CONFORMITY (C.O.C.) reigned as the top Raleigh HC band.
Over the years, drummer Reed Mullin, bassist Mike Dean and guitarist Woody
Weatherman burned through numerous frontmen: Benji Shelton, Eric Eycke, Simon
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REED MULLIN: Working-class folk in Carolina did not understand us kids at all. We
represented evil — they’d pull guns and shoot at us in the parking lot. We thought the cops
were on our side until the day we finally rumbled — me, Woody, this guy named Joe, and four
rednecks. They started it, and they had a baseball bat. And we finished it. Of course we got
arrested and taken downtown. My van had graffiti, everybody in Raleigh knew it — it was an
eyesore. With all the stress, I dropped out of high school. I was becoming homicidal. I got my
G.E.D. and started working for the folks.
CHARLOTTE’s small scene revolved around The Milestone, the South’s closest
thing to CBGB. Punk and New Wave had little impact on “The Queen City” until
Black Flag played there twice on the Damaged tour in 1981 and 1982. Those shows
inspired 50 or so kids, led by Jeff Clayton of New Breed fanzine. Benji of C.O.C.
came out of that scene and Mike Dean lived in Charlotte for a while. Two local
bands made a difference: NO ROCK STARS (their Minor Threat style on No Core)
and Clayton’s long-running ANTISEEN (first on 1985’s
Drastic and 1986’s Royalty 7” EPs).
ROANOKE offered occasional activity, based around
a few Virginia Tech students involved with WUVT-FM
(a lone bastion of cultural freedom in the Shenandoah
Valley Bible Belt). BLACKSBURG had the band MIR
(Russian for “peace”); the high school Thrash quartet
recorded 1984’s Mindecision cassette then broke up for
college. MORGANTOWN, WV (University of West Virginia)
spawned Bobb Cotter’s TH’ INBRED (1985’s self-made
Reproduction 7” EP and 1986’s A Family Affair album on
Toxic Shock) and vital club The Underground Railroad,
which hosted Black Flag, Dead Kennedys and others
passing through Appalachia. CHARLESTON, WV offered
no bands, but indie vinyl could be obtained at Budget
Tapes and Records.
Flyer for Minor Threat, Roach
ATLANTA had its share of weird Hardcore shows
Motel, Hated Youth, Sector Four,
Tallahassee, March 1983
populated by gender-bending freaks in gold lamé and
Collection of the author
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leather pants. Touring bands played the 688 Club with upstarts like DDT — 1983’s
Brave New World 7” EP (“Mr. Rogers Neighborhood,” “I’m Walking Down The
Psychopath”) — and NEON CHRIST (1984’s ten-song-single on the Social Crisis
imprint). The latter included William “Kip” Du Vall, who’d play guitar with Jerry
Cantrell, then replace the late Layne Staley in Alice In Chains. DDT and Neon
Christ both opened for the DC band Scream on New Year’s Eve 1983. In early 1984,
marijuana activist Paul Cornwell opened The Metroplex, home to many blazing
gigs (where Butthole Surfers lived for most of 1985). The nearby college town of
ATHENS, GA (University of Georgia) — caught up in its own REM/Pylon proto-Alt
Rock hysteria — paid little attention to Hardcore.
Rednecks, Cubans, and what’s worse?
Frat boys and New Wave fags
Who forgot where they put their purse
— Roach Motel, “I Hate The Sunshine State”
While Hardcore shows in The South were
“outlaw,” the most outlaw of them all took place
in the Skynyrd/Allmans Southern Rock cover
band meccas of FLORIDA. Early Sunshine
State HC gigs took place in suburban garages,
parking lots, cowboy bars, hippie acid parties,
and Deliverance-style shacks out in the deep
woods. A case of Black Label supplied the
ambience. Fifty kids made for a great gig.
ROACH MOTEL from GAINESVILLE
(University of Florida), the first Florida HC band,
saw a scene coalesce around their early gigs,
of note 1981’s Black Flag/Roach Motel(!) tour of
the peninsula. 1982’s Roach & Roll EP (“I Hate
The Sunshine State,” “My Dog’s Into Anarchy”)
exemplifies early-80s American Hardcore.
GEORGE TABB (Roach Motel): Black Flag shows
up at my Gainesville apartment; it’s all these guys
that look like hippies. I’m like, “Who the fuck are these
longhairs?” Then they all jumped into my building
complex pool dressed. That got me thrown out of my
fuckin’ apartment, which pissed me off — but okay.
Then we drove down to our first show in Tampa at
The New Rose, to about 200 people. It was so violent,
we had to get outta there quick. One guy stagedove
Roach Motel, Gainsville, FL, 1982
and missed, hit the side of the stage, and broke his
The Sunshine State got what it deserved
Collection of George Tabb
jaw in three places — there was blood everywhere, but
he kept slammin’, with his jaw hanging down like a
fleshy piece of meat. The next night we played in Fort Lauderdale at Finder’s, a hotel bar on
the beach. And of course there were complete and utter riots, kids trying to kill both bands.
Then we went to play the $20,000 Club in Daytona, and there were only like 30 kids there,
but it was so loud that everyone walked out deaf.
TAMPA spawned the nasty band RAT CAFETERIA —whose bassist Jimmy
Barf (McHugh) ate cockroaches, cigarette butts, even other’s snot and spit. Their
offensive up-tempo Punk (“Redneck,” “Tax Revolt”) irked the local populace (like
at their many gigs with Roach Motel). VOODOO IDOLS, fronted by enigmatic
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Johnny Yen (1982’s “We Dig Nixon” single and 1984’s Temptation album) actively
toured the region.
TALLAHASSEE hosted shows at Smitty’s Club, a shack on cinder blocks out in
the backwoods, where old redneck fisherman Smitty let young bands come in and
wreck the place. The power trio SECTOR FOUR (1983’s Disc-Lexia 7” EP) and the
outrageous HATED YOUTH (with the 1983-recorded, 2000-released twelve-song
7” Hardcore Rules) ruled that ragtag scene. They and groups like VINYL PUNKS,
BELOVED CHILDREN and GENERIX bought their records at Vinyl Fever.
SOUTH FLORIDA had a few disparate bands. The female-fronted MORBID
OPERA from Ft. Lauderdale (1983’s Jesus Loves You — So Give Us Your Money! EP)
and Miami teen joke band GAY COWBOYS IN BONDAGE (1983’s We’re Not Gay,
But The Music Is tape) both came out through Barry Sublapse (Soltz) of the zine
Suburban Relapse. The band F (1983’s You Are An EP) made waves in Flipside (on
1984’s Flipside Vinyl Fanzine comp and 1986’s split LP with White Flag). CRUCIAL
TRUTH left Pompano Beach for New York, where they got known in Skinhead
circles (frontman Alex Mitchell later sang for the Biker Rock act Circus Of Power).
The Roach Motel-compiled Destroy Records 7” comp We Can’t Help It If We’re From
Florida included many of these nascent bands.
Relatively few touring bands made it down to Miami — it was too far off the
beaten path to play for no money. A few bigger groups played The Cameo Theater;
others hit Flynn’s, a decrepit South Beach hotel/club. And once bands got there,
they often didn’t like what they saw.
GEORGE TABB: I left Florida ’cause Nazis starting moving in on the whole thing. A lot of
people coming to our shows were really into wearing swastikas, then the Klan start moving
in. The worst shit was Cuban kids, anti-Castro Skinheads — totally fucked. It went from
1980, no scene, to 1984, some of the worst idiots you’ve ever seen.
TESCO VEE (Meatmen): The most notorious Meatmen gig was in 1986 in Miami. There
was this Black guy, who for whatever reason didn’t like me. He hassled me all night. I held
up a picture of a girl pissing on a guy in a gorilla mask. This guy ran across the stage and
grabbed the picture out of my hand, so I grabbed him by the hair. Now this was a big show,
like 800 kids in a movie theater. I went crashing to the floor, then I leapt up and we started
really going at it. When the kids realized I was fighting this guy, they went off on him. Then
I got dropped to the ground again in the crush, and my guitar player got on the mic and said,
“Somebody get that shit-skin! Kill the nigger!” I was on the ground, crushed by humanity,
thinking I was gonna die. If we weren’t in the most racist state in the United States, we
would’ve either had the plug pulled or got kicked out or got our asses beat. So this guy
continued to try to get me the rest of the night. The last I saw of him, he climbed onstage,
and the kids saw he was coming for me again, so they grabbed him by the legs, yanked him
off, and he dropped six feet right on the back of his
head on the concrete floor. After the show, he waited
for me outside, so they tapped us a keg and told us
to stay and party in the club. I remember that as one
of the most bogus experiences of my life.
NASHVILLE, America’s first city of Country
Music, definitely did not embrace Hardcore
Music. Black Flag and Circle Jerks both
rocked 100 or so kids at Cantrell’s for $200,
but there was little scene to speak of. The
Music City’s first HC band COMMITTEE FOR
PUBLIC SAFETY, fronted by Dave Willie (later
of Jet Black Factory) opened The Faith’s last

Committee For Public Safety, Nashville, 1983
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up a picture of a girl pissing on a guy in a gorilla mask. This guy ran across the stage and
grabbed the picture out of my hand, so I grabbed him by the hair. Now this was a big show,
like 800 kids in a movie theater. I went crashing to the floor, then I leapt up and we started
really going at it. When the kids realized I was fighting this guy, they went off on him. Then
I got dropped to the ground again in the crush, and my guitar player got on the mic and said,
“Somebody get that shit-skin! Kill the nigger!” I was on the ground, crushed by humanity,
thinking I was gonna die. If we weren’t in the most racist state in the United States, we
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NASHVILLE, America’s first city of Country
Music, definitely did not embrace Hardcore
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Collection of the author
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show in DC (August 17, 1983 at Space II Arcade). Clay Brocker’s long-running
F.U.C.T (Forever Ungratical Corinaric Technikilation) found inspiration from CPS.
KNOXVILLE underground music history begins with UXB, John Sewell’s Doyle
High School Punk band (that briefly move to New York), and The STDs, Oak Ridge
kid Jon Wallace’s nasty HC group that would infect the region.
MEMPHIS had a few local bands (ERASERHEAD, THE MODIFIERS, MAD
RATS, SOBERING CONSEQUENCES, ONE WAY, SLIT WRIST, METRO WASTE) that
opened for touring acts at The Antenna Club (1588 Madison). Black Flag and Bad
Brains successfully played there, but most grungy vanloads were lucky to leave
with 50 bucks. Steve McGehee booked the shows. Chris Phinney housed bands
and sometimes documented them in the zine Malice (1982-1984). Skankman wrote
glowing Memphis scene reports in MRR.
REED MULLIN (C.O.C.): The first show of our tour was Memphis, put on by this guy
Skankman at The Antenna Club. There were four people there: two were from the Navy, one
was Tom Hazlemyer, later of Amphetamine Reptile Records. Skankman didn’t have money, so
he tried to lose us. He got in his car and drove away — so we chased him all the way back to
his house and made him let us stay the night. It was ugly.
NEW ORLEANS, another celebrated music town not into Hardcore, offered
touring groups the opportunity to play to sparse crowds at French Quarter hotspot
Tipitina’s, where bands got treated well, the
grungy Punk bar Jed’s (8301 Oak Street), or
Storyville (1104 Decatur), an old brothel where
bands got stiffed.
The Big Easy’s underbelly inspired some
notable Punk activity: THE SLUTS, fronted by
the ubiquitous Dee Slut (1982’s 12” Of Sluts EP);
THE NORMALS (not Daniel Miller’s The Normal
[“Warm Leatherette”]) who made 1978’s “Almost
Ready” single; and THE MANIC DEPRESSIVES
(1981’s Silence On The Radio 7” EP). TOXIN III
(their logo a Rebel flag twisted into a swastika)
came from deep Klan Kountry, 200 miles away
in Crowley, LA. They played shows at Jimmy’s
with Black Flag and Red Rockers, and put out
1982’s searing Peer Pressure EP. Most of these
groups got released on Vinyl Solution Records,
Shellshock, 1981
the label of Larry “The Punk” Holmes of Final
Photo by Fish from Shellshock
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
Solution fanzine.
JOE CARDUCCI (SST): There was a great single by The Normals in 1977-78. I’ve no idea
what became of them, although I could guess. The only other New Orleans band I knew of
was The Sluts. Their singer was the guy who might’ve joined Black Flag instead of Henry.
They were both in New York auditioning while Dez was still in the band.
RED ROCKERS opened for almost every Hardcore group that came through
town. After starting in 1978 as a Clash cover band called The Rat Finks, Red Rockers
rang out on 1979’s “Guns Of Revolution” single on Vinyl Solution (co-produced by
The Huns’ John Burton). In 1981 the band moved to SF and signed to Howie Klein’s
ill-fated 415 Records (Romeo Void, Wire Train), where they adopted a slick “Rock
The Casbah” style (on 1982’s Condition Red) and lost all HC cred. (Bassist Darren
“Derwood” Hill resurfaced in Chris Doherty of Gang Green’s mid-90s major-label stab
Klover, and at press time serves as manager of New York Dolls and Paul Westerberg.)
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DARREN HILL (Red Rockers): In New
Orleans, the music we played was too much for
people there to handle, so we had to leave. We
migrated out West when we recorded for 415.
We did shows with Black Flag, and toured with
D.O.A., TSOL, and The Adolescents. Jimmy Reilly
of Stiff Little Fingers played drums for a while.
But we got a lot of bad career advice. It was scary
how it all ended up.
SHELLSHOCK, the city’s first HC band
(1980-1988), got inspired by seeing Black
Flag and Red Rockers. The group led by the
Hatch brothers, singer Greg and guitarist
Mike (a.k.a. “Hatch-Boy”), helped spread
HC regionally. Vinyl Solution put out 1981’s
“Your Way” single, then the band cut a
twelve-song demo (1983’s Lost And Found).
The end came in November 1988, when
Shellshock
Shellshock 7” EP, Vinyl Solution, 1981
Hatch-Boy killed himself, right after they
Graphics by Tracey Hammill
completed an album for Metal Blade (No
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
Tomorrow never came out). Teen Shellshock
fans included Phil Anselmo (Pantera) and Pepper Keenan (C.O.C.). Ex-members Kirk
Windstein, Jimmy Bower and Mike Savoie forged the Metal band Crowbar.
Little Hardcore action happened in the Dixie netherworld between New Orleans
and Atlanta.
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA shows were basically 20 kids thrashin’ to THE
KNOCKABOUTS or MONSTER DOG. No Trend played BIRMINGHAM in June
1984 at The Pit, literally four concrete walls off I-20 (where kids were throwing
up from the heat). Tales persist of dodgy
gigs in Louisiana redneck bars in BATON
ROUGE and SHREVEPORT, where punkers
got hassled by an omnipresent enemy of
rednecks, cops and jocks.
NORTHWEST
Nobody wants you
Nobody needs you
Nobody’s gonna live for you
— D.O.A., “Liar For Hire”
Most touring Hardcore bands avoided
playing in the Northwest. It was too far to
drive for scant reward.
Before the rise of Microsoft and Sub Pop,
the region was a dangerous netherworld of
drunken logger types who defied all forms
of subculture. Incessant rain meant kids
did nothing but cruise in cars, crank music,
guzzle beer and smoke weed. Northwest
Hardcore arose from such ennui and
alienation.

D.O.A. from Vancouver started American Hardcore
1980 photo by Bev Daniels
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Look in the mirror and what do you see
You don’t like it but it’s me
— D.O.A., “D.O.A.”
VANCOUVER became the first Canadian
city to embrace Hardcore — partly due to its
proximity to Portland and Seattle, but mostly
because of D.O.A., whose tours and records
inspired a cross-continental movement.
D.O.A. began in Burnaby, British Columbia,
ten miles from downtown Vancouver. The
rowdy Burnaby North High School rockers
started in 1976 as The Stone Crazy — known
as The Stoned Crazies for all the pot they
smoked. But hearing The Ramones changed
everything. Within weeks, Joey “Shithead”
Keighley, Ken “Dimwit” Montgomery, Gerry
“Useless” Hannah, and Brad “Kunt” Kent
added a cover of “Beat On The Brat” to their
repertoire of “Rock ‘N’ Me” by Steve Miller
Band and Led Zep’s “Rock & Roll.” They
played blue-collar dives in the logging town of
Merritt until early 1977, when one bar banned
them for brawling with their redneck patrons.

Joey Shithead (D.O.A.) second from left, 1982
Photo by Edward Colver

JOEY SHITHEAD (D.O.A.): Interesting times —
Dimwit had long hair. We were all really straight at
our school and this guy was a pseudo-Hippie. He introduced us to the world of Black Sabbath
and pot smoking. His little brother Chuck, this rugrat, used to listen to us practice. Chuck
had learned to drum, so we got him in D.O.A. — he was 15 years old. Another Montgomery
brother, Bob, roadied for D.O.A. for a long time.
With the bar gigs kaput, Shithead and Dimwit teamed with Burnaby pals
Brian “Wimpy Roy” Goble and Simon Werner to play Punk as The Skulls. Their
band, along with Pointed Sticks, The Dishrags, The Modernettes and The Furies
(all on 1979’s Vancouver Complication album) fueled a small-but-active scene at
Vancouver’s answer to CBGB, The
Smiling Buddha.
In late 1977, The Skulls moved to the
Canadian music biz hub of Toronto.
They made quite an impression during
their four-month stay, blowing away
The Viletones at The Crash And Burn
Club, and trashing a hip soiree for
local stars The Diodes (of which D.O.A.
wrote “Let’s Wreck The Party”). In
Toronto, The Skulls recorded “Fucked
Up Baby” (later reworked by D.O.A. as
the anti-Reagan “Fucked Up Ronnie”
on Let Them Eat Jellybeans) and
“Waiting For You” (that resurfaced on
D.O.A., 1981
D.O.A.’s Hardcore 81).
Joey Shithead, Randy Rampage, Chuck Biscuits, Dave Gregg
With Toronto conquered, by year’s
Photo by Edward Colver
end The Skulls moved to London.
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Then Shithead and Dimwit suddenly split for home in February 1978. Weeks later, a
broke and humiliated Wimpy moved back into his parents’ house. Werner remained
across the pond, teaming with Jim Walker (of early PiL) to achieve minor New
Wave fame as The Pack. Meanwhile, back in BC, Dimwit, Useless, Wimpy, and Mike
“Normal” Graham formed The Subhumans
(not the same-named UK act).
That summer, Shithead began his rival
band D.O.A. with Dimwit’s younger brother
Chuck Biscuits (Charles Montgomery)
on drums, peroxide-blond bassist Randy
Rampage (Archibald) and Brad Kent,
who’d move to SF to join The Avengers’
final lineup. Guitarist Dave Gregg
(ex-Private School) replaced Kent in late
1979, setting the cast on 1980’s Something
Better Change.
The Skulls’ London debacle ignited a
heated rivalry between D.O.A. and The
Subhumans. Mutual hatreds made for a
very competitive milieu.
Early D.O.A. sounded incredible.
Brawny hockey-player type Shithead
D.O.A. 1981
snarled and growled his way through a
Photo by Bev Daniels
rapid-fire, Clash-on-meth assault, spitting
beer and urinating on crowds. Biscuits, the
HC era’s premiere drummer, proved a stellar showman, twirling sticks and making
faces. Rampage, while not the greatest bassist, radiated true star quality. Gregg
played Mick Jones to Shithead’s Strummer. Too bad those guys never got along.
DUFF McKAGAN (The Fartz/Guns N’ Roses): D.O.A. were so amazing. I wanted to be
Randy Rampage — he was a huge influence on me. The first time I met Joey Shithead in
1980, I was totally shaking. They should not be overlooked.
D.O.A. made waves for their radical attitude. Third parties had incited the
revolutionary fervor of like-minded precedents (The MC5, The Clash, Stiff Little
Fingers); D.O.A. had anarchist manager Ken Lester.
JOEY SHITHEAD: Ken helped us focus on politics. He helped us with song titles. He was
a newspaper editor when we hired him. He saw us as a [MC5 manager] John Sinclair-type
situation. He told us that Sinclair said, “The problem with The MC5 is they only wanted to be
as big as The Beatles, but I could’ve made them as big as Mao.” Ken was our mentor. There
was a funny rivalry between The Subhumans and D.O.A. Both had anarchist managers: we
had Ken Lester, they had David Spanner. There was trouble between the two because Ken
had gone out with David’s sister, and Ken opened a yogurt shop, so David thought Ken had
become a capitalist. We’d call him an anarcho-capitalist.
Pioneering tours in 1978-1979 took D.O.A. to San Francisco, Portland and Seattle.
By 1980 they became the first HC band to play across the Midwest and East Coast
— founders on par with Black Flag or Dead Kennedys.
D.O.A.’s first records came out on minor Canadian indie labels, so most people’s
first exposure to the band came in 1981, after Jello signed them to Alternative
Tentacles. They redid 1978’s “Disco Sucks” (on Joey’s Sudden Death imprint) as “New
Wave Sucks” (on 1981’s Positively D.O.A.). 1982’s Bloodied But Unbowed LP compiled
their Vancouver singles (1979’s “13”/“The Prisoner” and “World War 3”/“Watcha Gonna
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Do”) and various cuts off 1980’s Something Better
Change and 1981’s Hardcore 81.
One constant prevails in D.O.A.’s career: poor
choices of record companies (Quintessence,
Friends, CD Presents, Faulty Products, Rock
Hotel et cetera). Locating their original vinyl is
nearly impossible.

JOEY SHITHEAD: Sudden Death was my label.
Nobody had put out an independent record in
Vancouver or even had an idea how to. I just went
to pressing plants and checked out prices. My first
wife’s unemployment checks came in all at once — she
had over 1000 dollars. I said, “I have a plan for your
money.” We printed the records and were so eager
when we packed ’em up that there were thumbprints
on the first copies ’cause the ink was so fresh. That
was the “Disco Sucks” single. Then a record shop
called Quintessence put out the “13” single and
distributed the “World War III” single. They ripped us
Zine ad for D.O.A. War On 45,
off, so we got even by going into the store and stealing
Faulty Products,1982
800 albums. They couldn’t call the cops — the phone’d
Collection of the author
already been cut off. We sold the 800 records to our
second label, Friends Records, for 1300 bucks. A lot of things made no sense about these
deals. Quintessence was run by Ted “The Nose”’ Thomas and Friends by Roy “The Bigger
Nose” Atkinson — all the money they made went into cocaine.
D.O.A. steadily toured Canada’s heartland, inspiring a native movement of
bands with relative American acclaim: SNFU (Edmonton), PERSONALITY CRISIS
(Calgary), YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH (Toronto), FLESH COLUMNS (Windsor), THE
NILS (Montreal), STRETCH MARKS (Winnipeg), CIVIL TERROR (Ottawa), and
NOMEANSNO, THE NEOS and DAYGLO ABORTIONS (Victoria). Many of these
groups appeared on the 1984 BYO comp Something To Believe In.
Even the most ambitious American bands had difficulty touring Canada’s vast
expanses. Customs officers harassed gnarly bands in shoddy vans with no working
papers. More often than not,
HC bands had to bail on their
Canadian dates.
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Jellybeans comp, and 1983’s No Wishes, No Prayers album for SST, for which they
incessantly toured. Ultimately, the ’humans got lost in D.O.A.’s shadow.
Gerry Useless quit the band in 1980. His girlfriend, ex-No Exit bassist Julie
Belmas, introduced him to her activist friends in nearby Squamish, BC. The
guerrilla cadre of aspiring anarchists called Direct Action made headlines as
The Vancouver Five, following their high-profile 1983 arrest — charged with
firebombing porn video stores, a hydroelectric plant, and a Litton Systems facility.
In the latter, eighty pounds of TNT maimed five employees, three cops, and two
passing motorists, and caused $3,000,000 damage. According to The Vancouver Sun
(5/24/84), police wiretaps revealed plans of “sabotaging the defense department
building in Ottawa, blowing up CF-18A fighter jets at the Canadian Forces Base at
Cold Lake, Alberta, and dynamiting the icebreaker Terry Fox, under construction
at a North Vancouver shipyard.”
Gerry’s best friends during his time of need turned out to be D.O.A., who put
out a benefit EP (1983’s Right To Be Wild) and organized “Free The Five” concerts
(one with DKs). The Five eventually got found guilty — Useless sentenced to six
years, Belmas got ten, comrades Brent Taylor, Ann Hanson and Doug Stewart each
got twenty. Luckily, all got early release. Belmas served the least time, ratting out
the others and turning to god; her 1990 film Pale Anguish Keeps (as Juliet Belmas)
bared her hell behind bars.
JOEY SHITHEAD: Brian and I knew Gerry Useless since we were six years old. We were in
Detroit when I got this call from Ken Lester saying, “Gerry’s been arrested with a huge cache
of weapons!” They’d done a bombing, and whether you agree with it or not, they were vilified
in the press. It wouldn’t be far from the sensationalism of the Oklahoma City bombing. I
knew one of the other guys really well: Brent Taylor, who got twenty years. Brent’s uncle’s one
of the richest men in Canada — a fact covered up by the Canadian press. They blew up Litton
Systems, which produced guidance systems for cruise missiles. They also firebombed two
porn-video stores and blew up a power station under construction. Nobody died, fortunately.

I’m just a slave to my dick,
It really makes me sick
— Subhumans, “Slave To My Dick”

D.O.A. 1981
Photo by Bev Daniels
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SUBHUMANS’ seminal protoHC recordings — 1978’s “Death
To The Sickoids” single, 1979’s
Subhumans EP (“Fuck You,”
“Slave To My Dick”) and 1980’s
Incorrect Thoughts LP (“War In
The Head,” “Let’s Go Down To
Hollywood And Shoot People”)
— lagged on Canadian labels.
US attention came for “Slave To
My Dick” on 1981’s Let Them Eat

Press coverage of The Vancouver 5
From a “Free The Five” flyer; reprint of May 24, 1984 article in The Vancouver Sun
Collection of the author
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Do”) and various cuts off 1980’s Something Better
Change and 1981’s Hardcore 81.
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choices of record companies (Quintessence,
Friends, CD Presents, Faulty Products, Rock
Hotel et cetera). Locating their original vinyl is
nearly impossible.
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wife’s unemployment checks came in all at once — she
had over 1000 dollars. I said, “I have a plan for your
money.” We printed the records and were so eager
when we packed ’em up that there were thumbprints
on the first copies ’cause the ink was so fresh. That
was the “Disco Sucks” single. Then a record shop
called Quintessence put out the “13” single and
distributed the “World War III” single. They ripped us
Zine ad for D.O.A. War On 45,
off, so we got even by going into the store and stealing
Faulty Products,1982
800 albums. They couldn’t call the cops — the phone’d
Collection of the author
already been cut off. We sold the 800 records to our
second label, Friends Records, for 1300 bucks. A lot of things made no sense about these
deals. Quintessence was run by Ted “The Nose”’ Thomas and Friends by Roy “The Bigger
Nose” Atkinson — all the money they made went into cocaine.
D.O.A. steadily toured Canada’s heartland, inspiring a native movement of
bands with relative American acclaim: SNFU (Edmonton), PERSONALITY CRISIS
(Calgary), YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH (Toronto), FLESH COLUMNS (Windsor), THE
NILS (Montreal), STRETCH MARKS (Winnipeg), CIVIL TERROR (Ottawa), and
NOMEANSNO, THE NEOS and DAYGLO ABORTIONS (Victoria). Many of these
groups appeared on the 1984 BYO comp Something To Believe In.
Even the most ambitious American bands had difficulty touring Canada’s vast
expanses. Customs officers harassed gnarly bands in shoddy vans with no working
papers. More often than not,
HC bands had to bail on their
Canadian dates.
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By the mid-80s, D.O.A. ceased to be a rabblerousing entity. The revered scene vets lost their
urgency — starting with 1984’s Bachman Turner
Overdrive-style, beer-and-hockey-inspired Let’s
Wreck The Party. As no young local bands arose
to pick up the slack, Vancouver HC slowly
withered away.
Biscuits drummed on with Circle Jerks,
Danzig and Social Distortion. Dimwit replaced
Chuck in D.O.A. then moved to LA to join the
ill-fated Rick Rubin supergroup The Four
Horseman (1991’s Nobody Said It Was Easy)
before overdosing on heroin (9/27/04). Rampage
became the frontman of the falsetto-Metal band
Annihilator (1989’s MTV hit “Alice In Hell”).
Dave Gregg went to work in Rock merch. Joey
changed his surname from Keighley to Keithley
and carries on with D.O.A. and as Canada’s #1
Punk star.

The beginning of the end:
D.O.A. press shot, 1984
Collection of Joe Keithley

KEN INOUYE (Marginal Man): D.O.A. gets
overlooked because of the way they kinda faded away
towards the end. Latter-day D.O.A. is just not all that
good, whereas Hardcore 81 is brilliant. They toured
constantly. They were fucking incredible.
In this world so full of hate
We’re bound to meet our fate
— The Fartz, “World Full Of Hate”

SEATTLE Hardcore, though not the biggest or most identifiable scene, set the
tone for the Grunge of Nirvana, Soundgarden and Mudhoney. The HC vibe and
indie ethic inspired those essential Sub Pop bands.
Seattle Punk dates back to Ze Whiz Kids, an early- 70s, gay experimental theater
troupe that dished out challenging performance. Whiz Kid Tomata du Plenty (David
Xavier Harrigan) and boyfriend Gorilla Rose (Michael Farris) briefly moved to NYC
and became instant hipsters; Tomata dressed and named The New York Dolls.
The two returned to Seattle in 1976 to play the region’s first-ever Punk shows
as The Tupperwares, dressing like Brian Jones and performing Iggy covers and
Ramones-inspired originals. Then in early 1977, Tomata and Gorilla split for LA,
where they took their place in Punk history as The Screamers.
In their wake, a small scene arose at a dingy dive bar called The Bird. Some
great local groups played there: The Enemy (Seattle’s first Punk group), The Lewd
(fronted by Whiz Kid J. Satz Baret) and The Mentors (“Secretary Hump”). Popular
New Wave bands included Chinas Comidas, X-15 and The Mice. The best, The
Telepaths, later The Blackouts, spawned Ministry’s Paul Barker and Bill Rieflin.
Like Jimi Hendrix, anyone from Seattle who got serious about artistic
expression moved away. Penelope Houston (The Avengers), Nikki Sixx (Mötley
Crüe), Duff McKagan (Guns N’ Roses), Eldon “El Duce” Hoke (The Mentors), and
Satz (The Lewd) were all The Bird scenesters who flew the coop to LA or SF.
ART CHANTRY (Seattle artist): Penelope Houston from Bellingham was in one of my art
classes at Western Washington U. One night her and some friends were watching this show
Weekend with a segment on English Punk — America’s first exposure to the Sex Pistols.
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Many who saw that show dropped out, moved to San
Francisco, and formed a Punk band. That was Penelope’s
trip: she said fuck it and formed The Avengers.
By 1981, Seattle had a Hardcore scene of 200
or so misfit kids. Many attended Roosevelt High
in the city’s north end, most came from the
outlying suburbs. As elsewhere, the entrenched
New Wave set wrote off Seattle HC as the realm
of dumb teens.
TOM PRICE (U-Men): A lot of kids in Seattle’s
scene were children of Hippie biker types — a lot of
piss-poor people, Canadians who’d gotten in trouble
in other places. There were also kids in the scene who
were genuinely mentally defective — actual mentally
handicapped types and hospital escapees. There’s a few
token retards still up here.
The Showbox, a run-down theater from the
30s where Jazz greats like Cab Calloway played,
ruled the scene — until it got shut down. In the
Zine ad for Fartz Survival Of The Fittest
New Wave days, it hosted DEVO and PiL, and
Christian Productions, 1983
many LA Hardcore groups first played town
Collection of the author
there. The Metropolis hosted HC shows for a year
or two — where local bands hung out, watched each other play, and handed out
flyers to each other. But all-ages gigs led to insurance problems, and club owners
quickly realized that these kids not only weren’t there to shake their booty, they
were probably gonna trash the bathroom. Then came a wave of VFW-hall type gigs,
but cops shut down half of ’em — 15 squad cars to take on 75 ragtag teens. Other
dumps where HC bands played included Behind The Gray Door, Graven Image and
The Meat Locker.
SOLGER, Seattle’s first Hardcore band, was a short-lived Black Flag–style
quartet with guitarist Paul “Solger” Dana and singer Kyle Nixon (an early HC show
promoter). Their music came out posthumously on 1981’s Solger 7” EP (five songs,
500 copies) and 1983’s cassette comp What Syndrome (“Repetition,” “Do Me A Favor”).
TOM PRICE: The first Seattle band in the Hardcore vein — Anarchist lyrics and high-speed
music, all low-tech and noisy — was Solger. They put out a four-song 7” recorded on a ghetto
blaster, and made 500 copies. They were influential ’cause their singer Kyle Nixon was the
first “man with a message” in the scene. He later became a successful chef. See, the only jobs
anybody could get back then was working in restaurants, so a lot of guys, like The Fartz’s
Steve Hoffman and Kyle of Solger, are now famous veteran chefs.
PAUL SOLGER (Solger): I quit school and met this guy Kyle and we started Solger. I’d just
turned 15 and was working at The Showbox cleaning up after shows. They gave us a place to
practice. The band started in 1980 and made it to 1981. Our first show was opening for Black
Flag at The Showbox and we only had five songs. After that I played in another weird band.
Then somehow I got in The Fartz.
THE FARTZ became the top Seattle HC band. The foursome toured the West
Coast with DKs and Black Flag, put out intense records like 1981’s Because This
Fuckin’ World Stinks 7” EP and 1982’s World Full Of Hate LP (on Alternative
Tentacles) and covered Black Sabbath’s “Children Of The Grave” well before
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the Metal Crossover. Guns N’ Roses
bassist-to-be Duff McKagan (also in The
Cheaters, The Veins, Missing Links, and
The Fastbacks) drummed for a spell.
DUFF McKAGAN: The Fartz lasted for
maybe a year, It was very fast, lots of
screaming and people fighting — that whole
Hardcore thing.
TOM PRICE: The Fartz were the main guys.
They were serious junkie dudes, but singer
Blaine Cook, later of The Accused, was this
incredibly shy, weird little troll. He’d be up
there singing; a few older bonehead Punks
really down on Hardcore would taunt him:
“You’re just copying the Germs,” and the
guy’d literally hide behind the drum riser
and start crying. He was very young and it
took him awhile to develop confidence. The
Fartz got a lotta shit but eventually became
very popular.

The Fartz fell apart in late 1982 over
ego
clashes and drug abuse, and because
The Accused, Seattle 1984
World Full Of Hate came out right as
Collection of Lance Mercer
Alternative Tentacles’ distributors went
out of business. Duff, Blaine, and Paul Solger formed Ten Minute Warning (TMW
didn’t record until their late-90s Sub Pop reunion).
ART CHANTRY: The Fartz were from Federal Way, one of our outlying suburbs. When they
came to town, they were outsiders. Members came and went — very gang-like and tribal.
The Fartz were another Seattle band nobody paid attention to until way after they broke up.
Ten Minute Warning are now considered godhead — they played with everybody, and during
their history probably went through 50 members. I intentionally missed many of those shows
because it was just a bunch of stupid kids jumpin’ around.
THE REJECTORS, Fartz protégés, made 1982’s Thoughts Of War nine-song 7”
for the Fartz label. Of 1983’s homemade Struggle tape, Tim Yohannon in MRR (#5,
1983) warned: “Note: As go the Fartz, so go The Rejectors; this means there are some
Heavy Metal guitar licks on this tape.” 1983’s Rejectors/Accused split LP was as raw
as it got. Many locals dismissed them as aggressive suburban goons in hockey shirts.
THE REFUZORS, badass junkie Punks in tattered leather jackets, sounded like
a jacked-up Kiss, and ignited flash-powder-filled coffee cans on stage. Their live
anthem was “I’m a Refuzor.” Their misunderstood “White Power” appeared on 1981’s
Seattle Syndrome comp. Refuzors drummer Wedge worked as a fireplace salesman.
RPA (RAGING PEASANT ARMY), with Lewd guitarist Brad Ramels, Refuzors
drummer Dan “Roach” Bradshaw, and ex-Solger bassist Doug Rockness on vocals,
unleashed 1982’s fierce Motörhead-style “Shoot The Pope”/“Bonecrusher” single.
(Rockness died in Thailand of a May 2006 overdose.)
THE DTs — Duff McKagan, Paul Solger, Mike Refuzor and Jane “Playtex”
Brownson of The Fags — named themselves for a mutual love of black tar heroin.
Other scene players included FEAST, TRUTH DECAY, ROOM NINE and H HOUR
(with future Grunge star Tad).
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Many White Power types resided in the Seattle area, making shaving heads
and beating each other up popular pastimes. Seattle Skins, mostly poor kids,
took drugs, stole food and lived communally. EXTREME HATE carried on that
banner, as did FIRING SQUAD and THE BOOT BOYS (later the Metal band THE
SUFFOCATED). CANNIBAL, a Refuzors spin-off, put out “David,” a 1984 single
about the singer of Extreme Hate. Shitty self-production defined those few Seattle
recordings — as no one could afford any better.
TOM PRICE: There’s a lotta nasty White people up here — White Supremacist groups
headquartered in Eastern Washington or in Idaho. The first time I traveled to New York,
Chicago and San Francisco, I couldn’t believe it — Black people involved in the scene. There
were maybe two Indians, and a Chinese kid in Seattle. It was a very White scene.
THE FASTBACKS, though not Hardcore,
drew scene attention. Guitarists Kurt Bloch
and Lulu Gargiulo and bassist Kim Warnick
made 1981’s debut single “It’s Your Birthday”
with young drummer Duff McKagan. Kim
revealed to me her HC claim to fame: she once
dated Ron Emory of TSOL, “but didn’t go all
the way.”
KIM WARNICK: Please keep in mind that during
this time, we weren’t the most well-received band. We
weren’t Punk or Hardcore, we were a total anomaly.
We played on bills with Black Flag and D.O.A. —
those bands’d draw like 500 people and here was me
and Lulu, these two dorky girls playing real fast. I
always felt our music was too happy for that scene.
We went to all the shows, knew all the people, and
played on the bills. We were in the community.

Zine ad for Rejectors/Accused split album, 1983
Collection of Sal Canzonieri

Duff’s tenure assured The Fastbacks a place
in Hard Rock history. In late 1984 McKagan wound up in LA, joining the group
Road Crew, which became Hollywood Rose and then Guns N’ Roses. In 1985, he
called The Fastbacks to help set up a Seattle gig, at which the GN’R name first got
used. McKagan always stood out from his tight-trousered, big-haired compatriots.
DUFF McKAGAN: Me and Izzy [Stradlin] started writing, Axl came over and we got
Tracii Guns. I booked a tour for us starting in Seattle, coming through Portland, Eugene,
Sacramento, SF, playing all to Hardcore kids. Tracii and Rob the drummer were scared to
leave LA, so I said, “Why don’t we get Slash and Stevie [Adler] in the band? They’ll go.” Our
first gig was opening for The Fastbacks in Seattle. We hitchhiked a thousand miles — our van
broke down. I called Kim and said, “Can we use your equipment?”
Circa 1984 came Gorilla Gardens, an old two-screen Chinese theater with two
separate rooms: any given night would have concurrent Hardcore and Metal
shows. Before that existed no Crossover: if a bunch of Fartz fans and a flock of
Queensrÿche poodleheads met on the street, a confrontation ensued. Gorilla
Gardens bridged that gap.
ART CHANTRY: Both crowds’d pull into the lobby at halftime. They started talking instead
of killing each other, and found they had everything in common but the haircuts. When you
think about it, Grunge hair was the perfect mix of Metal and Punk hair.
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Many White Power types resided in the Seattle area, making shaving heads
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Chicago and San Francisco, I couldn’t believe it — Black people involved in the scene. There
were maybe two Indians, and a Chinese kid in Seattle. It was a very White scene.
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Zine ad for Rejectors/Accused split album, 1983
Collection of Sal Canzonieri

Duff’s tenure assured The Fastbacks a place
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of killing each other, and found they had everything in common but the haircuts. When you
think about it, Grunge hair was the perfect mix of Metal and Punk hair.
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MR. EPP AND THE CALCULATIONS, a joke band named for a math teacher
at Bellevue Christian High, postered for months before buying gear. Similar to
Flipper, Mr. Epp (incited by frontman Smitty) enjoyed abusing HC types. Their
ultra-slow “Mohawk Man” (off 1982’s John Rubato-produced Of Course I’m Happy,
Why? 7” EP) became a top request on LA’s “Rodney On The ROQ” (beating out
“Mickey” by Toni Basil for #1). Their final show came February 3, 1984 opening for
Fang at The Metropolis. Guitarist Mark McLaughlin — a.k.a. Mark Arm — coined
“Grunge” as a musical term.
TOM PRICE: Mr. Epp played with all the Hardcore bands, and were the most hated Seattle
band. The dudes in spiky leather jackets would try and beat ’em up; Mr. Epp’d totally bait
these guys. “Mohawk Man” — a lot of the Hardcore types didn’t take too kindly to that.
Rarely would they make it through a set — it’d usually take three or four songs before
somebody got on stage, grabbed their guitars and broke ’em in half.
LIMP RICHERDS, a strange ensemble of nerds from suburban Federal Way, was
probably Seattle’s worst band. LR included Steve Turner and for a while Mark
Arm. (Turner and Arm went to Green River, Mudhoney and Monkeywrench.)
DERANGED DICTION got started in September 1981
in Missoula, Montana by a crew of UM skaters playing
Black Flag, Circle Jerks and 999 songs. They moved to
Seattle in May 1983, two months after cutting No Art
No Cowboys No Rules — an 18-song half-live cassette
whose 100 copies got sold in MRR for $3. In Seattle,
DD played Metropolis gigs, opening for Hüsker Dü,
Butthole Surfers and The Accused. One guitarist, Bruce
Fairweather, joined Mother Love Bone. The other, Rod
Moody, played on in Swallow. In early 1984, bassist Jeff
Ament got with Mark Arm, Steve Turner and Stone
Gossard to form Grunge archetypes Green River. They
imploded after three records (starting with 1985’s Come
On Down 12” EP) over conflicting visions — two guys
wanted to be The Stooges, the others wanted to be Bad
Company. So you ended up with two very different
successors: Mudhoney and Pearl Jam.
Seattle HC got documented in zines like Mark Arm’s
The Attack and Wilum Pugmire’s Punk Lust. KZAM
and KRAB DJ Stephen Rabow played Hardcore on the
radio, and put out 1983’s essential Seattle comp tape,
What Syndrome (Solger, Fartz, Rejectors, Silly Killers,
Ten Minute Warning, Mr. Epp).
By 1985 came a wave of hard-drinkin’ Seattle HC
kids growing their hair and emulating the testicular
Rock of Johnny Thunders and The Stooges. National
zine debate erupted over the validity of such bands.
Zine ad for Deranged Diction
THE U-MEN (named for a Pere Ubu bootleg)
with Jeff Ament, later of Pearl Jam
blended MC5 style with manic HC action. The John
Collection of the author
Bigley-fronted fivepiece proved influential. 1985’s selftitled EP came out on future Sub Pop founder Bruce Pavitt’s Bombshelter imprint
(their “Gila” appeared on Sub Pop’s debut Sub Pop 100). For 1986’s Stop Spinning
12”, Bruce brought the band to Homestead. The U-Men’s first tour, three months
long, consisted of five gigs: four in Austin, one at the Woodshock Fest. 1986’s second
and final tour fared even worse. (Price played on in Gashuffer and Monkeywrench.
Bigley owns a high-end vodka bar in Seattle.)
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TOM PRICE: The U-Men were a bunch of fuck-ups, high-school dropouts living in a squat.
The recession was really bad in the Northwest during the early 80s — it was sometimes
impossible to even find a dishwashing job. The logging industry basically collapsed; all these
people were moving to Seattle. Every shit job you could think of was snapped up by a family
man with a wife and two kids. We were together as a band like three and a half years before
we got a record out. We had no money and made no money.
THE ACCÜSED got started by Tommy Niemeyer
from Oxnard, CA, who moved to Seattle and
formed a Hardcore band — which with the firing
of singer John Dahlin for The Fartz’ singer Blaine
Cook became the ultimate Metal Crossover group
(launched by 1985’s Martha Splatterhead EP).
Five years later they’d team with Sir Mix-A-Lot’s
Nastymix label.
Amphetamine Reptile label founder Tom
Hazelmyer served on a Marine base on Oak
Harbor Island, and befriended Blaine and Tommy.
One of the first AmRep bands, The Thrown Ups,
included Arm and Turner. The Melvins, from
the logging town of Montessano, near Aberdeen,
started making noise. In early 1986, the Aberdeen
trio Nirvana began. A new era was dawning.
DUFF McKAGAN: There was great bands in Seattle.
But we didn’t have a Frontier Records, a Slash, or
an Alternative Tentacles — we didn’t have anything.
Homestead did The U-Men record after I left town. I
left because there was nowhere to go and heroin was
saturating the scene. Paul Solger was shooting smack,
my roommate started doing smack, so was my girlfriend
— it seemed like I couldn’t get away from it.

Flyer for The Accused and Poison Idea
Rock Theatre, Seattle, 1985
Collection of Lance Mercer

Prior to Sub Pop’s 1985 onset, few labels
operated locally. Engram put out the Seattle Syndrome comps and Blackouts
records. The Fastbacks’ Kurt Bloch’s label No Threes issued the first Fastbacks 7”
and 12”, and a single by The Accident from Bellingham.
TOM PRICE: Up until 1986 or so, when Grunge started, there was no Seattle music
business for the underground. It was rare a band even had a manager; there were no labels
other than the bands themselves scraping money together, no booking agents. This one
company Modern Productions dominated the larger concerts. There were no PR people, no
A&R people; there was nothing. For bands like Mudhoney and Soundgarden, it took a long
time to get over being suspicious of industry types.
KIM WARNICK: Things were horrible here before Sub Pop. People think it’s cool to say that
the scene was way better before, but it wasn’t. It was depressing; there was nowhere to play.
Now you can afford to be choosy. Thank God for Sub Pop.
Bruce Pavitt named his KCMU radio show “Sub Pop,” prior to his “Sub Pop”
column in The Rocket. Inspired by his Olympia pal Calvin Johnson at K Cassettes,
Pavitt began to put out tapes — Sub Pop 100, and then 7”s, that propelled Sub Pop
into an indie empire.
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ART CHANTRY: When Pavitt and Jonathan Ponemann started to hype Sub Pop coverin’
this big Seattle scene, there was no scene. It was a fraud. But when the media declared there
was a scene all of a sudden it erupted.
From the day that I was born,
Stars and stripes, a uniform
Permanently rearrange,
Don’t you sense a certain change?
— Poison Idea, “Legalize Freedom”
PORTLAND had a scene on par with Seattle, and Poison Idea became the
Northwest’s best-known band after D.O.A. — but Portland never got its props on a
national level. Little interaction existed between Portland and Seattle, both scenes
in their own worlds.
JOEY SHITHEAD (D.O.A.): We came down to Portland a few times early on, and picked
up a decent following. I don’t know what to say about it other than it was 100 or so nasty,
no-bullshit kids. There were always some rowdy behavior at shows.
THE WIPERS — Greg Sage’s influential power trio and Portland’s greatest
contribution to Punk history — began in 1978 (and still exist in some form).
Nirvana’s predecessor spewed sonic fury with harmonies, as exemplified on 1979’s
Is This Real?
GREG SAGE (The Wipers): Portland never had much of a Rock scene, and definitely not
much of a history. The Wipers came out of nothing. We wore flannel shirts because that’s
what we’d be wearing anyway. If you wanna know how much we thought about Portland and
its underground music scene, look how quickly we split for New York.
By 1980-81, a crew of maladjusted kids gravitated to local Black Flag and D.O.A.
shows. Most of these fans weren’t “intellectual” or “sophisticated” — but a bunch of
lumberjacks-gone-wrong, drunken louts ready to fight.
JERRY A. (Poison Idea): I never gave a shit about the scene or unity or whatever. We made
our own fuckin’ music and hung with our friends. There were some great Hardcore bands and
some really shitty ones. But I didn’t hang out on the scene. I thought it all got stupid very fast.
HC bands played at The Met
(booked by Bill Hicks) then at The
Satyricon. Black Flag cut their
live album Who’s Got The 10 1/2? at
The Starry Night in August 1985.
You could count on 75 kids to
show up for any given gig.
POISON IDEA, Portland’s most
notorious HC export, unleashed
a pure, unadulterated assault.
Poison Idea
The White Trash heroes with no
Photo by T. Hockabee, from Maximum RockNRoll #4, 1983
Straight Edge or fashion sense
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
led by extra-large frontman Jerry
A. and corpulent guitarist Tom “Pig Champion” Roberts made vital early records
(1983’s Pick Your King, 1984’s Record Collectors Are Pretentious Assholes, 1986’s
Kings Of Punk) but their impact came years later. Pig died on January 30, 2006.
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JERRY A: I know you want me to offer up all this flowery bullshit about how great things
were in Portland in the old days, but I’ve got nothing to contribute. I could truly care less
about all that. Go ask someone else about that shit.
SADO-NATION (named for capitalist greed)
started in 1978 with guitarist David Corboy
and singer John Shirley (who became a
top Sci-Fi author, with works like Dracula
In Love). Shirley’s stand-in, foul-mouthed
punkette Mish Bondage, never really fit the
HC mindset — that said, her first effort, 1982’s
We’re Not Equal album, rates as seminal.
LOCKJAW, like Sado, were dodgy Skinhead
types with bad reps in MRR for alleged Right
Wing tendencies. Frontman Tony Arcudi’s
fierce foursome made two cool 7” EPs: 1982’s
eight-song Shock Value (50 copies had a
tasteless Ted Bundy cover) and 1983’s sevensong Dead Friends (500 pressed).
FINAL WARNING made a 1984 four-song
Dead Friends
7” — the third release on Pig Champion’s Fatal
Lockjaw 7” EP, 1983
Erection imprint. E-13, Pig’s second Erection
Collection of Sal Canzonieri
band, did 1983’s No Mercy For Swine eightsong record. THE RATS evolved into the long-running Dead Moon. Fatal Erection
also put out 1985’s Drinking Is Great comp with Poison Idea, Lockjaw, Final
Warning and E-13.
Portland Hardcore — like Seattle — spawned a scene of bad apples that went
nowhere. The major difference was whereas Seattle inspired a new scene to action,
most Portland kids just sat around and got fucked up.
SKEENO AND BEYOND
If we can walk together
Why can’t we rock together?
— 7 Seconds, “Walk Together, Rock Together”
Across the Far West’s vast expanse, gigs came few and far between. If you toured
west of Texas or Minneapolis (but east of the Left Coast), you’d play for gas money.
Historically, the West’s rugged small cities arose as oases for cowboys, prospectors,
and other non-cosmopolitans traversing an unforgiving terrain. That old-time vibe
persisted into the HC days.
RENO produced the best HC action in that part of the nation. Relative poverty
or wealth drove other scenes; Reno’s sprouted from sheer boredom. Most scenes
evolved around a band or individual; in Reno’s case, it arose around 7 SECONDS
and frontman Kevin Seconds. Little happened in Reno prior to or after Kevin.
KEVIN SECONDS (7 Seconds): Living in a place as fucked-up as Reno encouraged us to
do more. In Reno anything youth-oriented was not encouraged. The state of Nevada’s based
on gambling and making money, and helping kids is the last thing on their minds. We all had
cool parents; we weren’t rebelling against them. We were rebelling against the environment;
it was so redneck, if you walked down the street with short hair you could be beaten up —
and were at times. There was one Black family in our neighborhood, and no one talked to
them. As a kid I remember thinking that was very strange.
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Kevin nurtured a Hardcore scene based
on what he saw and read of elsewhere.
Emphasizing “community” and Straight Edge,
an East Coast-style scene arose. Calling it
“Skeeno” (for Reno-Sparks-Lake Tahoe), about
100 friends, siblings and lovers united for
gigs. They created their own look with tribal
marking: charcoal under the eyes, like athletes
or Indians. Shaving one’s head HC-style
affronted the cowboy-hat set, and any Punk
assembly in Reno resulted in yahoos waiting
across the street with baseball bats.

Show flyer for D.R.I., Poison Idea, Lockjaw
Satyricon, Portland, 1985

KEVIN SECONDS: “Skeeno” was our nickname
for Reno. It started as a joke. All these towns had
nicknames for their scenes: San Diego — Slow
Death, Huntington Beach — H.B. We went of town
a lot to see shows, as hardly any bands came to
Reno. When we’d go to San Francisco and a band
like Circle Jerks were playing, they’d bring kids
from LA. So we figured, “When we go there, we’re
gonna let ’em know we’re from Reno,” which is silly
when ya think about it. That’s where the whole
black-under-the-eyes started. And long overcoats
with engineer boots. Anything we could grab onto,
we did. We thought Skeeno sounded serious and
weird — a few of us even got “Skeeno HC” tattoos.
The funny thing is, over the years, I’ve seen kids
with “Skeeno HC” tattoos from places like Ohio.

Collection of Spike Cassiday

7 Seconds — a nuclear-armageddon term
from Frederick Forsyth’s Day Of The Jackal — started in December 1979 with
athletic, handsome outcast brothers Kevin Seconds and Steve Youth. The original
trio — guitarist/vocalist Kevin, bassist Steve, and drummer Tom Borghino (a.k.a. Tom
Munist) — made waves on the HC scene with a run of self-made tapes. 1981’s Socially
Fucked-Up got recorded on a boombox at Tom’s mom’s house. To make the vocals
audible, Kevin sang into the condenser mic of a propped-up ghetto blaster. The next
tape, Three Chord Politics, cut on a friend’s two-track, came out later that year.
KEVIN SECONDS: We practiced with our pal Tom, who never played drums but picked
it up quick. We’d jam wherever we could, our house, his mom’s — six or so hours every day.
It was insane. I sang with an English accent, trying to mimic Joe Strummer. Our first gig
was March 2, 1980 at a biker bar that did Country and Top 40 bands, The Townhouse, to
30 people — and 20 hated us. Our friend Cliff, who was letting us practice for free in his
basement, somehow talked the guy into letting him do a Monday “New Wave” night. He
had to call it “New Wave” — at the time, you could not call it Hardcore. The following week
he invited us back; we opened up for The Zeros, one of our favorite bands of the time. That
kicked it off hard; after that, we were totally hooked.
7 Seconds’ vinyl debut, 1982’s Skins, Brains & Guts 7” EP, came on Alternative
Tentacles. The next year, AT’s distributors went bust, so their follow-up United We
Stand got shelved (put out as 1991’s Old School). Drummer Troy Mowatt joined in
late 1983, in time for the Committed For Life EP, seven songs recorded and mixed in
three hours — and sounding like it, too.
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While on tour in 1984, the band
spent a night in DC at Inner Ear
Studios with Ian MacKaye and
Don Zientara. The ensuing Walk
Together, Rock Together embodied
the 7 Seconds sound and style:
anthemic Minor Threat-style
Hardcore with Pop hooks. Kevin
wrote songs of emotional conflict,
scene politics, and Straight Edge.
The strife between “straight and
alert” Kevin and his zonked-out
brother fueled the music.
In late 1982, Kevin began a BYOstyle collective to book shows,
release records and promote causes
— first called Rockers Active, then
United Front, finally Positive Force.
Kevin Seconds (7 Seconds) left
You’d hear tales of Positive Force
as “Teen Pin Up” in Touch & Go Magazine, 1983
Collection of Tesco Vee
gigs with Social D or Black Flag in
some garage on the Paiute Indian
Reservation. Positive Force ran a warehouse where they built a stage and charged
$2 to see Suicidal, Scream or Necros. Kevin also booked some Sacramento gigs, a
less-than-stellar enterprise.
KEVIN SECONDS: Everything went well for about two years. We kept harassing bands
— “Hey, don’t skip Reno…” Then we started hearing from others, saying they’d like to form
a Positive Force. There were a few — Positive Force Las Vegas, Positive Force Chicago, one
in Oregon. Mark Anderson still does Positive Force DC. That’s cool, but I didn’t see it as
anything other than something we were doing in Reno. After that, a lot of people in the Reno
scene started to move apart — the usual thing, people disagreeing on how things should be
done — and it became less and less fun. Everyone was over it.
The first Positive Force release, 1984’s Nuke Your Dink, a 7” comp of Nevada
bands (7 Seconds, Urban Assault, Jackshit, Subterfuge, No Deal, The Remains,
The Expelled, The Yobs), had an initial pressing of 300 copies. That led to a spurt
of Positive Force records — five by 7 Seconds. The label also worked on Youth Of
Today’s 1985 debut Can’t Close My Eyes EP. Kevin, an early scene icon, fueled YOT’s
fervent Straight Edge ethos.
KEVIN SECONDS: I liked Youth Of Today. They sent me a tape they’d recorded with Don
Fury that was great — better than the record they made. They wanted me to produce the
record but it never actually happened. They’d printed the covers themselves because they
knew someone who could print them really cheap. On the back it said “Produced by Kevin
Seconds” — but by the time I got the tape, it was late and they had a tour planned, so we got
the record pressed as was. So in actuality, I had nothing to do with it. By the time we realized
it was gonna sell like crazy, there was lots of weird personal things going down, so I just gave
them the tapes back, and told them to do whatever they wanted with it. I realized I wasn’t up
to the challenge of being Record Label Dude. It was a lot of work.
7 Seconds carried on for years after HC’s demise, moving toward Alternative
Rock — and losing most of their core fanbase. Somewhere along the way, Kevin
ditched his indie-only zeal (as seen by 1995’s fleeting deal with Epic). The group
still carries on, and Kevin plays (often acoustic) with his wife Allyson.
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Tom Borghino’s brother Dim — whose ugly mug
graced the cover of 7 Seconds’ Skins, Brains & Guts
— fronted SECTION 8. Their Not So Quiet On The
Western Front comp cut (“Fat, Drunk & Stupid”) came
from a 1982 six-song demo. D.O.A.’s Joey Shithead
tried to make a Section 8 single but nothing came of
it. THE WRECKS, one of the few all-girl HC bands,
had a 1983 cassette (Teenage Jive EP) and a song
(“Punk Is An Attitude”) on the MRR comp. (Bassist
Jone Stebbins resurfaced in Roddy Bottum’s Indie
Rock act Imperial Teen.) Steve Youth briefly played
in JACKSHIT with guys from the Salt Lake City
band The Atheists. THRUSTING SQUIRTERS was a
Rockabilly-flavored joke band.
LAKE TAHOE, 30 miles from Reno, spawned
the 7 Seconds-style URBAN ASSAULT with future
7 Seconds drummer Troy Mowatt and guitarist
Dan Pozniak (not to be confused with infamous SF
Skinhead Marc Dagger’s Vats band that put out 1982’s
Urban Assault EP on Fowl Records).
SACRAMENTO had two bands on the MRR comp:
REBEL TRUTH (1983’s cult 7” EP on Version Sound)
and the Heartbreakers-style SQUARE COOLS (“I
Don’t Want To Die For My Country”). Cools singer
Rat’s Ass (Pat Stratford) went on to the proto-Grunge
depravity of TALES OF TERROR (1984’s album for
CD Presents opened with a deconstruction of Elvis’
“Hound Dog”).
LAS VEGAS, aside from the rare Social D or TSOL
Zine ad for 7 Seconds
show, was never a HC hotspot. The desert metropolis
Committed For Life 7” EP, 1983
never had a visionary Nevadan like Kevin Seconds.
Collection of the author
MIA, started in Vegas by Mike Conley in 1979,
split to Newport Beach, CA in early 1982, where they made a slew of OC-style
records. A 1980 demo not meant for release came out on 1981’s split LP Last Rites
For Genocide And MIA (on Smoke Seven). MIA lost energy in 1983 when Mike
spent eight months in jail on drug charges, and the band never recovered. Upon
release, Conley and various Shattered Faith ex-members made 1984’s politicallyminded Murder In A Foreign Place (Alternative Tentacles). That record, plus 1985’s
Damned-tinged Notes From The Underground (for National Trust) and 1987’s Killing
Joke-fueled After The Fact (put out by Flipside) stand the test of time.
PHOENIX, another sun-drenched mecca, had some underrated activity. A small
Punk scene arose in 1980 around a dozen or so college-aged derelicts that hung at
The Hate House, with bands like The Deeds, Charlie Monoxide and The Very Idea
Of Fucking Hitler.
THE FEEDERZ, the main players of that clique, were the brainchild of prankster
Frank Discussion, who’d tie dead cats to his guitar and fire M-16 blanks at crowds.
“Jesus Entering Through The Rear” (originally on 1980’s four-song 7” Feederz) blew
minds when re-released on Let Them Eat Jellybeans. 1984’s Ever Feel Like Killing
Your Boss? album, with it’s sandpaper-covered jacket (to destroy anything it came
in contact with) opened with a painful take on Olivia Newton John’s “Have You
Never Been Mellow” The band’s hard-livin’ drummer Art Nouveau (John Vivier)
quit in 1982 and died in 1983.
MEAT PUPPETS — brothers Curt and Cris Kirkwood, with Derrick Bostrom —
came together in late 1979 at Brophy Prep, then went off on their own psycho-delic
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Neil Young-on-speed trip. World Imitation (home
of Van Nuys, CA New Wave band Monitor) released
1981’s debut five-song 7” In A Car — in exchange
for the Puppets playing on Monitor’s version
of Hair. That Cali connection brought them to
Black Flag and SST — resulting in seven proto-Alt
albums, their art-damaged mayhem influencing a
young Kurt Cobain.
KING KOFFEE (Butthole Surfers): Meat Puppets
were so bizarre when they came out — so fast, it was an
art form. They made no sense whatsoever. Their version
of “Tumblin’ Tumbleweeds” was fucking great. Then
when I saw them, here were these Hippies. I put them
up at my house when I was a kid — my dad was cool
about it. Afterwards we went out to eat and, hanging out
in their van, I was amazed they really liked Neil Young.
It was all so confusing to me that I loved it. I was so
baffled by Meat Puppets. I love bands that do that to me.
BRIAN BRANNON (J.F.A.): Meat Puppets were so
way out, they bummed people out. The Kirkwoods came
from the west side of Phoenix, and they’d smoke a lotta
bohoofus and draw crazy pictures and practice all day
long. It was so fuckin’ hot outside, you had to stay inside.
They had nothing else to do but read comic books, do
bong hits and play music.”
Surf Punks we’re not, skateboard we do
We have the fun, we’re the new crew
— J.F.A., “Beach Blanket Bong-Out”

Zine ad for Kevin Seconds-produced
shows in Sacramento, 1983
Collection of the author

J.F.A. (JODY FOSTER’S ARMY), Phoenix Hardcore kings, got their name from
Jody Foster-obsessed, would-be Reagan assassin John Hinckley, Jr. The band, first
called The Breakers, began with skaters from “The Ramp” — singer Brian Brannon,
guitarist Don “Redondo” Pendleton and drummer Mike “Bam Bam” Sversvold
(Hinckley’s second cousin!) — after they saw D.O.A. on the Hardcore 81 tour. The
infamous “Skatecore” group debuted that June opening for Black Flag, doing the
HB Strut as everybody else bopped and pogoed. No HC collection would be complete
without 1981’s Blatant Localism EP (“Out Of School,” “Beach Blanket Bong-Out”).
BRIAN BRANNON: Our first gig — as The Breakers — was with The Crowd from
Huntington Beach in March or April ’81. All of our skater friends wore engineer boots with
bandannas wrapped around them. Before we found out we had to change the name, our
drummer Mike Sversvold made green bandannas out of an old sheet and put “J.F.A.” on them.
Jody Foster’s Army was what we called the kids at our shows. Of course, this was right after
John Hinckley shot Reagan. When we found out we had to change our name, we became Jody
Foster’s Army.
Phoenix shows took place at a pro wrestling venue called Madison Square
Gardens, where gnarly bands played in the ring as thrashers bounced off the ropes
and onto the mat. The lo-tech zine Phenis detailed much of the local action. The
indie label Placebo put out J.F.A., SUN CITY GIRLS, MIGHTY SPHINCTER and
THE ZANY GUYS.
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BRIAN BRANNON: Placebo Records was Tony Victor and his buddy Greg Hines, the Mighty
Sphincter drummer. Mighty Sphincter were an early shock band. The singer Ron Reckless,
a fat guy with a pink mohawk, would fuck himself with a dildo and a fake pussy he had
strapped on, and later in the show
he’d have a baby. Anyway, the Placebo
guys also promoted a lot of shows
in Phoenix. They ran Mad Gardens
and The Salty Dog, a dinky-ass club
with a six-foot ceiling that people’d
cram into to see Social D and Wasted
Youth. We played there once and it
was packed so I started to light off
bottle rockets and roman candles.
People got pissed at me that night,
but it looked cool watching them
bounce off people’s heads.
TUCSON, largely due to SST
tours, hosted bands by the mid80s. Downtown Performance
Brian Brannon (J.F.A.) singing
Center (DTPC) and Hotel
From back cover of Blatant Localism 7” EP, 1981
Collecton of Sal Canzonieri
Congress had some shows, but
not much happened in Tucson.
The endless miles of rusted-out B-52s on the edge of town summed up the zeitgeist.
ALBUQUERQUE — gateway to atomic test sites and alien spacecraft — had
occasional gigs based around the short-lived Bow Wow Records shop and bands
like JERRY’S KIDZ, KOR-PHU, BENT, HELLCATS, THE MABES and SANGRE DE
PUERCO. In Albuquerque (considered El Paso’s sister scene), one could count on
fifty or so skater kids to show up (but not pay to get in). This writer went there
twice with No Trend: in 1983 for a house party; in 1984 at an old locksmith’s shop,
“B&M Lock,” that kids called “Bash & Mash.”
BOISE — entryway to the Aryan Nation
— saw Brian “Pushead” Schroeder set up
American Legion Hall shows. His band SEPTIC
DEATH opened for anyone who played town;
his comp Cleanse The Bacteria proved crucial
to Metal Crossover. In spite of other bands like
BLIND ACCEPTANCE, DISSIDENT MILITIA
and COMMON SENSE, the Boise scene fell
apart when Pushead split town (after the
band’s 84 85 demo) for a Thrasher editorial job
in San Francisco.
SALT LAKE CITY had little going on. In
fact, the concept of Salt Lake Hardcore was
an oxymoron on par with the NBA’s Utah Jazz.
Everything there was so nice and clean and
mentally ill in that Mormon way.
Brad Collins (son of DJ Jazzbo Collins) set up
some SLC shows. Brad had a radio show and ran
Raunch Records, the city’s first hip record store.
Minutemen played SLC a few times, drawing 100
or so kids.
Flyer for Septic Death, Boise, 1984
Circa 1980, a small Punk scene revolved
Artwork by Pushead
around
Spittin’ Teeth (on a Posh Boy compilation,
Collection of Laura Albert
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The Siren) and The Atheists (a heavy name back
then for an SLC band). That scene inspired
brothers John and James Shuman to move from
Arizona to SLC, where they became MASSACRE
GUYS — the city’s first HC group, with future
Descendents/All members Karl Alvarez and
Stephen Egerton. Their Black Flag-style songs
on 1983’s Barricaded Suspects comp and 1984’s
Behind The 8 Ball EP (both for Toxic Shock)
came from a 1982 twenty-song demo cut in some
Hippie’s dingy cellar.
In 1983, No Trend played a wild Sunday-night
basement bash of one of the Massacre Guys,
and passed around a hat to make $34. The best
part of the night was getting a blowjob in the
bathroom from some lapsed Mormon babe.
Later that night, one of the Guys gave me their
Devil’s Slide tape (which still sounds good).
STEPHEN EGERTON (Massacre Guys/
Descendents): We were total Germs freaks, the only
Show flyer for TSOL, Massacre Guys
Maxim’s, Salt Lake City, 1983
three of us in our high school who liked that stuff
Collection of the author
in Salt Lake. Everyone else wanted to beat us up
or make fun of us or throw food at us and not go on
dates with us. Whether it be DEVO or the Minutemen, it was all the same to us. If it didn’t
sound like Zeppelin, we listened to it, whether it was New Wave or Hardcore.
DENVER did not fare well for many touring bands. Hüsker Dü drew their
smallest crowd, twelve people on the Everything Falls Apart tour. The DKs drew
well everywhere, but Biafra coming from
Boulder made Denver a priority. Dingy
venues like Mercury Café and The Broadway
did their best to promote a scene. Such
shows often served as a pit stop between
Salt Lake and Lawrence, KS.
Wax Trax, Denver’s long-running indie
record store, distributed Local Anesthetic —
the HC label of co-owner/KFML DJ Duane
Davis — that released a half-dozen essential
local singles.
FRANTIX from nearby Aurora unleashed
1983’s Flipper-style cult romp, “My Dad’s A
Fuckin’ Alcoholic” (guitarist Rick Kulwicki
and bassist Matt Bischoff went on to Grunge
heroes The Fluid). Other Denver bands who
made vinyl included the all-female YOUR
FUNERAL (1982’s “I Want To Be You”), the
Black Flag-style BUM-KON (1983’s Drunken
Sex Sucks EP), HAPPY WORLD (1983’s
“Where Am I Going?”), YOUNG WEASELS
(1982’s “Twist & Burn”) and the 70s-style
ROK-TOTS (1984’s “Suicide Weekend”).
Albuquerque Hardcore, 1983
Boulder, CO (University of Colorado)
Ill Repute wih Jerry’s Kidz and Kor-Phu
spawned the Punk band THE RAVERS
Collection of the author
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BRIAN BRANNON: Placebo Records was Tony Victor and his buddy Greg Hines, the Mighty
Sphincter drummer. Mighty Sphincter were an early shock band. The singer Ron Reckless,
a fat guy with a pink mohawk, would fuck himself with a dildo and a fake pussy he had
strapped on, and later in the show
he’d have a baby. Anyway, the Placebo
guys also promoted a lot of shows
in Phoenix. They ran Mad Gardens
and The Salty Dog, a dinky-ass club
with a six-foot ceiling that people’d
cram into to see Social D and Wasted
Youth. We played there once and it
was packed so I started to light off
bottle rockets and roman candles.
People got pissed at me that night,
but it looked cool watching them
bounce off people’s heads.
TUCSON, largely due to SST
tours, hosted bands by the mid80s. Downtown Performance
Brian Brannon (J.F.A.) singing
Center (DTPC) and Hotel
From back cover of Blatant Localism 7” EP, 1981
Collecton of Sal Canzonieri
Congress had some shows, but
not much happened in Tucson.
The endless miles of rusted-out B-52s on the edge of town summed up the zeitgeist.
ALBUQUERQUE — gateway to atomic test sites and alien spacecraft — had
occasional gigs based around the short-lived Bow Wow Records shop and bands
like JERRY’S KIDZ, KOR-PHU, BENT, HELLCATS, THE MABES and SANGRE DE
PUERCO. In Albuquerque (considered El Paso’s sister scene), one could count on
fifty or so skater kids to show up (but not pay to get in). This writer went there
twice with No Trend: in 1983 for a house party; in 1984 at an old locksmith’s shop,
“B&M Lock,” that kids called “Bash & Mash.”
BOISE — entryway to the Aryan Nation
— saw Brian “Pushead” Schroeder set up
American Legion Hall shows. His band SEPTIC
DEATH opened for anyone who played town;
his comp Cleanse The Bacteria proved crucial
to Metal Crossover. In spite of other bands like
BLIND ACCEPTANCE, DISSIDENT MILITIA
and COMMON SENSE, the Boise scene fell
apart when Pushead split town (after the
band’s 84 85 demo) for a Thrasher editorial job
in San Francisco.
SALT LAKE CITY had little going on. In
fact, the concept of Salt Lake Hardcore was
an oxymoron on par with the NBA’s Utah Jazz.
Everything there was so nice and clean and
mentally ill in that Mormon way.
Brad Collins (son of DJ Jazzbo Collins) set up
some SLC shows. Brad had a radio show and ran
Raunch Records, the city’s first hip record store.
Minutemen played SLC a few times, drawing 100
or so kids.
Flyer for Septic Death, Boise, 1984
Circa 1980, a small Punk scene revolved
Artwork by Pushead
around
Spittin’ Teeth (on a Posh Boy compilation,
Collection of Laura Albert
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(1977’s notorious “Cops Are Punks” single). The Ravers inspired the high-energy
New Wave of THE DEFEX (1979’s “Psycho Surfer”). Boulder Hardcore starts with
LEPERS (1983’s “Evil Music” 45 and God’s Inhumane EP, both on guitarist Roger
Morgan’s Unclean label) and thashers WHITE TRASH (1983’s Wake Up! EP on Local
Anesthetic with “Ballad Of Ronnie Raygun” and “Nazis In My Neighborhood”).
LA-like cops proved
the biggest obstacle to
a Denver scene. In an
infamous 1982 police riot,
local cops stormed a Dead
Kennedys show; Jello saw
the cops burst in, so the band
launched into “Police Truck.”
Of No Trend’s 1983 gig at Phil
Bender’s Pirate Warehouse
at 22nd and Lawrence in a
Mexican ghetto, this writer
Zine ad for Frantix cassette, 1983
recalls cops hassling young
Collection of the author
skater kids.

PART THREE

In smaller towns, one or two people propelled a whole scene. So when those movers
and shakers quit or burned out or moved on, nobody replaced them on that same
totally driven level. Later scenes may have had the requisite anger or boredom, but
not the same political/philosophical motivations. In other words, they all worked
within the milieu Black Flag, Bad Brains, DKs et al established. •

Harley Flanagan and Doug Holland (Cro-Mags), CBGB, NYC 1984. Photo by Karen O’Sullivan
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